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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE WORLD

Celebrating 100 years of award-winning National Geographic 
cartography, this exquisite tenth edition of Nat Geo’s prestigious 
world atlas is the essential resource you need. The stunning array 
of meticulously compiled political, physical, and thematic maps 
covers every area of the globe as well as the universe beyond.
#306719  National Geographic Tenth Edition Atlas 
Hardcover with Slipcase $169.95

#306720  National Geographic Tenth Edition Atlas 
Softcover with Slipcase $119.95

A. EL MISTI PIMA COTTON SWEATER

Lightweight yet warm, pima cotton makes a superior 
material for this quarter-zip sweater that you’ll reach 
for from fall through spring. Crafted in Arequipa, 
Peru, in the shadow of the active El Misti 
volcano, using extra long staple cotton that 
was first cultivated in this region thousands 
of years ago.  Made in Peru. 100% cotton. 
Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301891 El Misti Pima Cotton Sweater $129.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), 
XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

B. INDIAN EMBOSSED GLASS AND BRASS LANTERN

Candlelight is an evocative part of spiritual traditions around the world, 
from Diwali, the Hindu festival of light, to the altar candles of a Roman 
Catholic mass, to Judaism’s Shabbat candles or the Hanukkah menorah. 
Whether commemorating a special event or celebrating a holiday, let the 
candlelight flickering through the colored panels of this pressed-glass 
lantern invite contemplation. Candles not included. 5 1/2”H x approx. 3”W. 

#301892 Indian Embossed Glass and Brass Lantern - Red $12.00

#315324 Indian Embossed Glass and Brass Lantern - Blue $12.00

#315325 Indian Embossed Glass and Brass Lantern - Green $12.00

C. THAI COLOR AND FANTASY NECKLACE

Thai designer Saranarat conjures a feast of color and fantasy 
with the design of this 24k gold plated sterling silver necklace. 
The cheerful glow of enhanced ruby, blue apatite, yellow 
citrine, lilac amethyst, and orange carnelian are in perfect 
harmony with blue kyanite, iridescent labradorite, and 
translucent smoky quartz. 24k gold plated beads add an 
elegant touch of distinction. Necklace can be doubled. 38”L.

#240997 Thai Color and Fantasy Necklace $138.00
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EXPLORE A 
NEW WORLD OF 
UNIQUE GIFTS
Come on a journey 

with NOVICA, the new 
home of the National 
Geographic catalog, 
and explore a vibrant 

world of travel-
inspired treasures 

this holiday season!

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps 
support the National Geographic Society’s critical projects 

around the globe.  See order form for details.

“Every adventure is worthwhile.”   ~ Amelia Earhart    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147      32   NOVICA    



D. VARANASI FOLK ART NATIVITY SET

This jubilant Nativity set is hand-carved from mango wood in the 
Indian holy city of Varanasi. Using simple hand tools, Varanasi 
artisans shape and sand the eucalyptus-wood pieces before 
painting them with bright lacquer. Set of 12 figures. Dimensions 

vary; figures are approx. 1”W x 2 1/4”H x 1 1/2”D.

#301874 Varanasi Folk Art Nativity Set $65.00

B. CLOISONNÉ TEAPOT ORNAMENTS - SET OF 4

Cloisonné was developed thousands of years ago during the 
Byzantine era and traveled via the Silk Road to China, where it 
has flourished as an art form ever since. Here a set of miniature 
cloisonné ornaments gives a nod to China’s long history as a tea-
drinking culture. Handmade in Beijing, China. 
Each is 2 1/4”W x 1 1/4”H.

#301786 Cloisonné Teapot Ornaments - Set of 4 $36.00

A. FLORAL CLOISONNÉ PENS - SET OF 5

In an age of smartphones and social media, it’s almost old-
fashioned to write a postcard or keep a travel journal. Let  
these delicate cloisonné pens inspire you to slow down and 
reflect on your adventures. Each pen is handcrafted using a wire 
outline that is filled with powdered enamel and heated to a 
porcelain-like finish. Twist-open, black, refillable ballpoint. 5”L.

#305822 Floral Cloisonné Pens - Set of 5 $29.00

C. PAPIER MACHÉ CHRISTMAS GLOBES - SET OF 4

Artisan Syed Izaz Hussein’s family has been making intricate, 
handmade papier maché decor since the craft was introduced to 
Kashmir some 700 years ago. Floral motifs and joyous songbirds 
make these Christmas ornaments pretty enough for year-round 
decoration. Comes ready to hang from golden cords. 
Approx. 2 1/8” diam.

#215357 Papier Maché Christmas Globes - Set of 4 $38.00
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F. MEXICAN LOVEBIRD HEART EARRINGS

Lovebirds alight on a rosebush and touch their beaks together 
in an avian kiss. Inspired by pre-Hispanic folklore, Francisco 
Sánchez creates sterling silver handcrafted earrings that 
celebrate love. The delightful hoops take the shape of a heart.  
Handmade in Mexico. Approx. 1 1/4”L x 3/4”W.

#301860 Mexican Lovebird Heart Earrings $74.00

E. RELAXING BUDDHA

Ketut Seji, wife of the late Balinese artisan Ketut Taram, 
preserves her husband’s legacy in this carving of a seated 
Buddha. Buddha’s head rests upon his hands, and a faint smile 
plays across his lips. The serene sculpture is carved and finished 
by hand, and signed by the artisan. 9 3/4” H x 8 1/2” W x 4” D. 

#226092 Relaxing Buddha $98.00

“My mother tongue, Mende, is very 
expressive, very figurative, and when I 
write, I always struggle to find the English 
equivalent of things that I really want to 
say in Mende. For example, in Mende, 
you wouldn’t say ‘night came suddenly’; 
you would say ‘the sky rolled over and 
changed its sides.’”
    ~Ishmael Beah

Lake Bratan water temple, Bali

“He who learns, teaches. ”   ~ Ethiopian Proverb    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147      54   NOVICA    



G. ARAN SHAWL-COLLAR CARDIGAN

In just a century since they first appeared, the textured wool sweaters of the Aran Islands 
have become a symbol of Irish heritage. Today, from tourist shops to fashion shows, one can 
find sweaters based on stitches that were invented by Irish knitters a few generations ago. 
100% wool with brown resin buttons. Made in Ireland. Dry clean.

#306711 Aran Shawl-collar Cardigan $159.00
Men’s  M (38-40), L(4 -44), XL (46-48), XXL( 50-52) 
Charcoal (CH) or Natural (NA). 

A. IRISH CLADDAGH JEWELRY

The Irish claddagh, dating back to 16th-century 
County Galway, is a pair of clasped hands 
holding a crowned heart that symbolizes love, 
friendship, and loyalty. Here the claddagh is 
stamped into a sterling silver circle, symbolic 
of everlasting life, and paired with beautifully 
faceted kelly green Swarovski® crystal briolettes. 
The necklace also features the words “love,” 
“friendship,” and “loyalty.” Made in Ireland. 
Necklace: 18"L. Earrings: approx. 1 1/2"L. 

#306152 Irish Claddagh Necklace $99.00

#305857 Irish Claddagh Earrings $99.00

B. CELTIC CROSS EMERALD NECKLACE

As early as the eighth century, elaborate Celtic 
crosses were erected as monuments throughout 
Ireland and Scotland. Since the Celtic Revival of 
the 19th century, the ornate designs have 
become a widely recognized symbol of Irish 
heritage. Sterling silver with a small natural 
emerald at the center framed in 14-karat gold.  
Made in Ireland. 
Necklace: 18”L; pendant: 3/4”W x 1 1/4”L.

#306154 Celtic Cross Emerald Necklace $110.00
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C. MERINO WOOL IRISH CARDIGAN

This cozy merino wool sweater is a 
virtual sampler of Irish Aran knitting 
patterns. Each pattern symbolizes an 
aspect of local fishing culture: Celtic 
rope for Irish pride; fisherman’s 
cable for safety on the waters; 
basket stitch for a plentiful catch; 
and diamond, the shape of a fishing 
net, for success. The warm wool 
is renowned for its extremely soft 
hand, providing warmth and comfort 
without the itch of lower-quality 
fibers. Made in Ireland of 100% 
merino wool. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301753 Merino Wool  
Irish Cardigan $149.00
Blue (BL), Oatmeal (OT), Red (RD), or Black 
(BK). Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), 
XL (16–18), XXL (20). 

C

On location in Cusco, Peru

D. IRISH DONEGAL TWEED CAP

Weather-resistant and extremely durable, 
Donegal wool tweed has long been one 
of the world’s highest quality fabrics and 
a symbol of the Irish county where it is 
made. A patchwork of herringbone and 
houndstooth, Donegal tweed reflects the 
area’s quilting traditions and retains the 
tailored look of a bygone age. Patterns 
will vary. Made in Ireland. 100% wool. 
#306445 Irish Donegal Tweed Cap $78.00

E. HAND-CARVED IRISH  
WALKING STICK

Carried by Irish gentlemen for 
centuries, the shillelagh walking 
stick was a symbol of a young 
man’s transition into adulthood. The 
artisan who carves these blackthorn 
and hazel-wood walking sticks in 
his County Cork home collects the 
branches on his daily walks through 
West Cork forests. Finished with a  
rubber tip. Each is unique. 36–38"L.

#301789 Hand-carved Irish  
Walking Stick $65.00

F. CELTIC KNOT BIRTHSTONE 
NECKLACE

The overlapping circles of this 
sterling silver Celtic knot are a 
symbol of strength and unity. Paired 
with a faceted birthstone, it’s a 
thoughtful gift for a friend or loved 
one. Handcrafted in Dublin, Ireland. 
Sterling silver with gemstone and 
cubic zirconia. 
18”L; pendant: approx. 3/4” diam.

#306451 Celtic Knot Birthstone 
Necklace $89.00
January/Garnet (GA), February/Amethyst 
(AT), March/Blue Topaz (BT), April/White 
Quartz (WQ), May/Green Quartz (GQ), June/
Mother-of-pearl (WP), July/Carnelian (CR), 
August/Peridot (PD), September/Blue Lapis 
(LP), October/Opal (OP), November/Citrine 
(CE), December/Turquoise (TQ).

 Hat Size Head Circumference*
 S 21 7/8–22 1/4"
 M 22 5/8–23"
 L 23 1/2–23 7/8"
 XL 24 1/4–24 5/8"
* Measure largest part of  
head just above the brow.
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“If you can walk you can dance, if you can talk you can sing.”   ~ African Proverb    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147      76   NOVICA    
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B. MURANO GOLDEN ANGELS

Angels have captured the artistic imagination 
for more than a thousand years. That tradition 
continues in these sparkling angels, made on the 
glassmaking island of Murano in Venice. 21-karat 
gold leaf adorns the angels’ halos and robes. 
Handcrafted in Italy. Small: approx. 1 1/2”W x 3 1/2”H. 

Large: approx. 2”W x 5 1/8”H.

#301901 Murano Golden Angel

Small $59.00   Large $69.00

C. VENETIAN GLASS WRAP BRACELETS

Handmade Venetian glass beads add polish 
to this flexible bracelet. Crafted in a third-
generation Venice glass studio, the lampworked 
beads are formed by fusing rods of glass 
together over a flame, then forming them into a 
marble shape. Bead colors may vary. With brass 
accents and rubberized band. Made in Italy. 
Adjustable; one size fits most. Brown (BR), Purple (PR) 
or RED (RD). See online for additional colors.

#301793 Venetian Glass Wrap Bracelets $29.00

E. ETRUSCAN COZY CARDIGAN

This flowing cardigan translates patterns found 
on 4th century B.C. Etruscan ceramics. The soft 
jacquard acrylic blend has the feel of mohair 
and the warm neutral hue will prove a versatile 
addition to your cool-weather wardrobe.  Hip 
length. No fastener.  Made in Italy. 35% nylon, 
35% acrylic, 30% mohair. Machine wash delicate or 

dry clean.

#304244 Etruscan Cozy Cardigan $169.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA 
helps support the National Geographic Society’s 

critical projects around the globe. 
See order form for details.
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On location at Annascaul, 
Dingle, Country Kerry, Ireland

D. CASERTA PALACE PEARL JEWELRY

From the Palazzo Reale in Turin 
to the Reggia di Caserta in 
the south, Italy’s former royal 
residences continue to inspire. This 
sweeping, baroque-style jewelry 

is handcrafted in Italy by using 
brass and freshwater pearls in a style 

inspired by Renaissance portraits found in 
the famous Uffizi Gallery. Necklace: 1/2"W x 21 

1/2"L. Earrings: 1 1/2"L.

#306692 Caserta Palace Pearl Necklace $229.00

#306693 Caserta Palace Pearl Earrings $139.00

A. JAUJA ALPACA CARDIGAN

The Peruvian town of Jauja briefly flourished as the capital of Spanish Peru. 
The Inca riches that Pizarro and his men found there lead to the legend that 
Jauja was a land of luxury and excess. Lacy patterns on our alpaca-blend 
cardigan are inspired by the Baroque and Rococo architecture of the 1564 
Jauja Cathedral. Features a hidden front zipper. Made in Peru. 
50% alpaca/50% acrylic. Hand-wash or dry clean. 

#301810 Jauja Alpaca Cardigan $169.00
Women’s sizes S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20).

“Take only memories, leave only footprints.”   ~ Chief Si’ahl    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147      98   NOVICA    



F. PAISLEY FLOURISH WOOL JACKET

The Persian pattern we know as paisley first made its way to Europe as Kashmiri 
shawls, brought by Silk Road traders in the 1700s. Here the pattern decorates 
a lined, no-closure wool jacket that makes a distinctive alternative to a blazer. 
An abundant paisley pattern decorates the front, cuffs, and hem. Made in India. 
100% wool. Dry clean.

#301910 Paisley Flourish Wool Jacket $149.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).

D. ITALIAN CAMEO JEWELRY 

This graceful cameo is hand-carved from a conch 
shell in the Italian town of Torre del Greco, at the 
foot of Mount Vesuvius. The artist carves away the 
shell’s outer layer to shape a young woman’s profile. 
Cameos became popular souvenirs for English 
tourists visiting the ruins of Pompeii during the mid-
18th century. Sterling silver. Signed by the artist. 
Hinged bail. 

#306198 Italian Cameo Pin/Pendant $120.00

#301787 Italian Cameo Earrings (See online.) $120.00

G. SOUTH CHINA PEARL NECKLACE

According to Chinese legend, 
pearls are the tears of dragons as 
they fight in the stormy sky. This 
dramatic single strand of iridescent, 
cultured freshwater pearls in shades 
of copper, gunmetal, and burgundy 
is inspired by these mythic origins. 
Hand-strung in China. 56”L.

#304275 South China Pearl 
Necklace $79.00

A. INDIAN MEHNDI TRAVEL SHIRT

Intricate hand and foot henna tattoos called mehndi 
are an integral part of many Indian weddings. These 
delicate patterns are the inspiration for our versatile 
travel shirt, created using a traditional wax-resist 
dye process for a crackle effect similar to batik. 
Made in India. 95% poly, 5% spandex. Hand-wash.

#301842 Indian Mehndi Travel Shirt $65.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20). 

B. FLOWER TRELLIS THAI BRACELET

Growing up in Chiang Mai, artist Khun Boom was 
exposed to traditional Thai craft as well as the 
cultural influences of China and Southeast Asia. 
Today that background is evident in her jewelry 
designs, like this 24k gold vermeil bracelet featuring 
multicolored agate stones. A tiny flower decorates 
the hook clasp. Made in Thailand. 8” inner circ.

#284690 Flower Trellis Thai Bracelet $65.00

C. AMBER FLOWER TRAVEL JEWELRY ROLL 

Designed by Harpreet Kaur of India, pictured left, 
this cotton-lined jewelry and accessories organizer 
features two zipper pockets and two secure fabric 
bars. Closes with a beaded, tassled wrap. 
Opens to 9 3/4”L x 7 3/4”W. 100% poly with cotton lining. 

#300037 Amber Flower Travel Jewelry Roll $27.00
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Our Handmade Collection

Artfully crafted by global artisans. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery or 
see expedited shipping options online.

E. HIMALAYAN HEIRLOOM SHAWL

Along with the breathtaking mountain landscape, 
the Kashmir region is renowned for its master 
weavers. Local artisans evoke Kashmir’s inspirational 
gardens in this traditional wool shawl, with its 
pattern of swirling flora and earthy bands of color. 
Comes in an organza gift bag. Made in India. 
100% wool. 28” W x 77” L. Dry clean. 

#166096 Himalayan Heirloom Shawl $65.00

“My workshop creates modern 
fashion accessories with 
traditional craft techniques that 
have been handed down for 

many generations. We are 
preserving Indian handicrafts 
for our children’s children and 

for everyone to enjoy.”

~ Harpreet Kaur
   Jewelry and Accessories

   Designer

“So much of our future lies in preserving our past. ”   ~ Peter Westbrook    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    1110   NOVICA    



C. INDONESIAN LEATHER PETAL TOTE BAG

Handcrafted in a striking ginger-colored leather and hand-
embossed with a swirling floral motif, this Indonesian 
handbag will become your favorite every-day tote. The 
cotton lining features two adjacent slot pockets and a 
single zipper pocket. Zip closure. Designed by Farida 
Ridwan. Design may vary slightly due to the handmade 
process.13”H x 16 1/4”W x approx. 4”D; 25”L straps.

#280666 Indonesian Leather Petal Tote Bag $179.00

D. NICARAGUAN NESTED CERAMIC NATIVITY

“In Nicaragua we celebrate Christmas big time!” says 
artisan Jacobo Potosme. Representations of Joseph, Mary, 
and the baby Jesus can nest within each other or be 
displayed separately. Handcrafted with a mottled blue and 
green glaze and designs etched in the natural clay. Largest 

piece is 7 1/2”H x 5 1/4”W x 4”D.

#247599 Nicaraguan Nested Ceramic Nativity $98.00
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B. TRICOLOR BALTIC AMBER JEWELRY

About 40 million years ago, this translucent amber was pine resin flowing 
within trees along the shores of present-day Poland. There, in Pomerania, 
amber beads are considered amulets against harm, making them popular 
gifts for new brides. A Polish artisan gathers these fossilized gems and 
frames them in sterling silver. Necklace: 18"L; pendant: 1 1/4"L. Earrings: 1 5/8"L. 

#306162 Tricolor Baltic Amber Necklace $99.00

#306163 Tricolor Baltic Amber Earrings $75.00

A. ITALIAN DUOMO CARDIGAN

The geometric motifs on 
our short-sleeve boucle-
knit wrap are inspired by 
the facade of the Duomo 
di Firenze, the Florence 
Cathedral. Made in Italy.  
Acrylic/poly blend. Machine 

wash delicate. One size fits most. 
#306200 Italian Duomo 
Cardigan $109.00
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E. TEA ROSES SOAPSTONE CANDLEHOLDERS

Blooming on airy globes, roses bring their charm to this 
design. Gulam Rasool is a master at traditional jali or 
openwork carving. Working in soapstone, he crafts a 
beautiful pair of candleholders for the romantic glow of 
tea lights. Made in India. Candleholders 4” H x 3 3/4” D.

#95116 Tea roses soapstone candleholders $49.00

I. RAM’S HORN KILIM FOOTSTOOL

Kilims are tapestry-woven rugs produced in Turkey, the Balkans, 
the Middle East, and beyond since ancient times. Here a hand-
woven kilim with a traditional ram’s-horn motif, a symbol of 
heroism, covers a sturdy footstool. No tools required for 
assembly. Handcrafted in India. Wool and jute with a wooden 
base and legs. Approx. 20” square x 14”H. 14 lbs.

#291622 Ram’s horn Kilim Footstool $189.00

G. STERLING SILVER ANGEL OF GOOD NEWS NECKLACE

Shaped of sterling silver, Gabriel the Archangel is graceful and 
lovely. The winged messenger of God holds a flower made of 
18k gold and centered with a sparkling diamond. Gabriel is the 
angel who brings good news, superbly depicted by Anna Paula 
Vivacqua. Worn on a sterling chain, the heavenly image makes 
this a keepsake necklace. Handcrafted in Brazil.  
Sterling silver chain: 17 3/4”L. Pendant: Approx. 1 1/2”L x 3/4”W.

#178825 Sterling Silver Angel of Good News Necklace $125.00

F. AFRICAN SHONA ELEPHANT SCULPTURE

Shona art, created by Zimbabwe’s largest tribe, is one of the 
most meaningful art forms to come out of Africa in the 20th 
century. Family relationships are often represented by the animal 
kingdom in Shona art. As each piece is one of a kind, significant 
variation can occur in the color and veining of the stone. 
Approx. 6 1/2” W x 8 1/2” H x 2” D. 

#301740 African Shona Elephant Sculpture $79.00

H. GOLD VERMEIL AMBER JEWELRY 

In the winter, when waves are high on the Baltic Sea, pieces 
of natural amber can be found bobbing in the surf. Most of 
the world’s amber comes from this region, where locals scoop 
it out of the water with huge nets. Our honey amber jewelry 
is framed in 24-karat gold vermeil, handcrafted in Gdynia, 
Poland. Bracelet: 5/8”W x 7”L. Earrings: 1”L.

#301862 Gold Vermeil Amber Link Bracelet $189.00

#301863 Gold Vermeil Amber Dangle Earrings $69.00
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“When the moon is not full, the stars shine more brightly.”   ~ Buganda People of Uganda    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    1312   NOVICA    
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A. KIKO REVERSIBLE ALPACA CARDIGAN

In markets throughout the Peruvian Altiplano, 
one can find stalls full of fresh flowers. Some of 
the blooms, like the yellow kiko flower, are used 
to create natural dyes. Our reversible alpaca 
cardigan is decorated with trailing vines and 
hand-embroidered accents. Reverses to black 
with contrast piping. Made in Peru.  
50% alpaca, 50% acrylic. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301809 Kiko Reversible Alpaca Cardigan $179.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).

B. ETRUSCAN HOOP EARRINGS

The ancient Etruscans, a civilization that 
flourished in northern Italy until the first century 
b.c., were known for their sophisticated 
metalwork. Filigree and granulation, or 
decorating with tiny spheres, was a specialty. 
These 18-karat-gold-vermeil earrings reproduce 
an ancient Etruscan design. Handcrafted in 
Cortona, Italy. 3/4”W x 1 1/8”L.

#301780 Etruscan Hoop Earrings $99.00

C. GOLD OPENWORK FLORAL PENDANT NECKLACE

This bright and elegant pendant by Indian artist 
Bhavesh features floral openwork in 23k gold, overlaid 
on a medallion of translucent red glass. Handcrafted 
in Jaipur, India, in the traditional thewa style. 
Vermeil chain: 18 1/4”L. Pendant: Approx. 3/4” diam.

#271627 Gold Openwork Floral Pendant Necklace $98.00

D. BOLIVIAN TAPESTRY SUEDE TOTE

Bolivian mantas are handwoven textiles in geometric patterns, used  
as bedding and apparel. Artisans frame pieces of mantas in soft suede 
and durable leather to create this handsome tote. Features zip closure 
and roomy interior compartment with phone and sunglasses pockets.  
Colors and patterns will vary. Handmade in Bolivia. 
14”W x 11 3/4”H x 3 1/2”D; straps are 15 1/2”L.

#306168 Bolivian Tapestry Suede Tote $120.00

F. PERUVIAN REVERSE-PAINTED BUTTERFLY BOX

The art of reverse painting on glass was brought 
to Peru by settling Spaniards in the 15th century. 
Local artisans emulated the style and in time, the 
technique became recognized as a Peruvian craft 
tradition. Here a Peruvian artisan paints ethereal 
butterflies on the hinged lid of a handcrafted 
wooden jewelry box. Approx. 7 1/2”W x 2”H x 6”D.

#313969 Peruvian Reverse-painted Butterfly Box $69.00

E. CHOPSTICKS TRAVEL SHIRT

The broad cuffs and relaxed 
silhouette of this red blouse are 
elements of Chinese fashion 
that date as far back as the Tang 
dynasty (A.D. 618–907). Three pairs 
of chopstick buttons replace the 
long sash that would have fastened 
a Tang-era ensemble. Made in 
China. Rayon/poly/spandex blend. 
Machine wash delicate.

#304251 Chopsticks Travel Shirt $79.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14),  
XL (16–18).
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“Your happiness is your gift to the world.”   ~ Robert Holden

GIVE HER
GLOBAL
STYLE
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D. TREE OF LIFE BREAD WARMER

Bangladesh is home to the rural womens collective that 
handcrafts our unique terracotta and sustainable kaisa grass 
bread warmer. Perfect for holidays or everyday use. Simply heat 
the whitewashed stone in the oven and place in the basket to 
serve. 11” D x 3 1/2” H.

#304111 Tree of Life Bread Warmer $35.00
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B. BLUE HOME GUATEMALAN TABLE RUNNER

“To us, blue represents the welcoming warmth of home,” says 
a weaver of Yama Aj Chixot Artisan Group about the deep 
blue hues of this handwoven table runner. The weavers work 
in teams on the pedal loom, and incorporate wreath designs 
like those found in the traditional huipil blouses worn by many 
indigenous women. Handmade in Guatemala. 100% cotton. 

70”L x 14”W, 2” fringe. Hand wash cold.

#185057 Blue Home Guatemalan Table Runner $89.00

H

E. ANDEAN MANDALA REVERSE-PAINTED GLASS TRAY

Introduced in the 17th century by conquering Spaniards, 
the art of reverse painting on glass has evolved to become a 
Peruvian tradition. Artist Cinthya Ortiz uses colors inspired by 
the reflection of the sun on the meadows and streams of the 
Andes to create this glass-topped, golden-hued, wooden tray. 
Handcrafted in Peru. 15 3/4” Diam. x approx. 2 1/2”D.

#305607 Andean Mandala Reverse-painted Glass Tray $79.00

G. BRAZILIAN BLUE AGATE SPREADER KNIVES

This pair of spreader knives designed by Brazilian artisan Guena 
showcases the hypnotic swirl of dyed blue agate. The knives 
are crafted of stainless steel and are ideal for pâtés, dips, and 
butter. Set of two agate-handled knives and two agate knife 
rests. Handcrafted in Brazil. Knife is 5 1/4”L. Hand wash.

#202658 Brazilian Blue Agate Spreader Knives $54.00

A. TAVERN STYLE COPPER MUGS - SET OF 4

Our set of four copper mugs feature a hammered finish and 
shaped brass handle. Drinking water from copper cups has long 
been valued by Ayurvedic practitioners in India who claim it 
offers health benefits. The mugs are also perfect for a frosty 
Moscow Mule or keeping drinks colder, longer. Made in India 
by Kamal. 3.7” H x 3.1” Diam. 

#285243 Tavern Style Copper Mugs - Set of 4 $79.00

F. GUATEMALAN PINE TREE CUTTING BOARD

Bring a touch of the outdoors to your kitchen for the holidays 
and year-round with this pine tree–shaped cutting board. 
Designed by Maria Jose Ponce to accentuate the teakwood’s 
natural grain, the board can also be used for serving cheese 
and hors d’oeuvres. 13 3/4” L x 10 3/4” W x 3/4”D. Hand wash. 

#299901 Guatemalan Pine Tree Cutting Board $69.00

C. MEXICAN ROYAL BLUE PILSNER GLASSES - SET OF 6

Speed is essential when making hand-blown glass, and in the 
case of these high quality and weighty blue-rimmed Pilsner 
glasses, speed is what gives them character. Tiny bubbles and 
slight variations in size emphasize the handmade nature of 
each glass. Designed and crafted in Mexico by Javier and Efrén. 
Set of 6. 7 1/4”H x 3 1/2” diam. 8 oz. capacity. Hand wash recommended.

#11427 Mexican Royal Blue Pilsner Glasses - Set of 6 $70.00

E G

H. MIDNIGHT GARDEN REVERSE PAINTED BUTTERFLY BOX

Elegant butterflies adorn this decorative box from Peru, 
featuring gold-tone trim around the edges. Asunta Pelaez 
works with dedicated artisans to paint the motifs on the 
reverse side of the glass that covers the box’s panels. The lid 
opens to reveal a simple black interior. 7 3/4” sq. x approx. 4”H.

#281623 Midnight Garden Reverse Painted Butterfly Box $79.00

“From the age of 17 my craft became 
my life, it was gratifying but difficult... 
working with NOVICA my life changed. 
I discovered the joy that a steady 
income and recognition can bring... and 
today I have enough work to employ 
others.  I love that people around the 
world appreciate my work. I hope 
you enjoy!”

F H

“A tree cannot stand without roots. ”   ~ Congolese Proverb

~ Asunta Pelaez
   Reverse Painted Glass Artist
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D. AUTHENTIC AVIATOR 
SUNGLASSES

These are the classic aviator 
sunglasses, and the only 
ones handcrafted to military 
specifications. Originally issued to 
U.S. Navy pilots and aircrew, NASA 
astronauts, and the legendary Blue 
Angels beginning in 1977. Scratch-resistant, UVA- and UVB-resistant gray lenses are 
noted for their true color reception. The unique bayonet temples are designed to 
fit under a helmet, making them just as comfortable with any hat. Hand-polished 
24-karat gold-plated frames with virtually unbreakable solder joints. Made in USA by 
Randolph Engineering. 55mm frames fit an average-width face.

#308123 Authentic Aviator Sunglasses  $179.00

#309019 Authentic Aviator Sunglasses, polarized $239.00

From aviator sunglasses to peacoats, military 
uniforms have influenced popular fashion for 
centuries. Designed for performance under 
pressure, these styles offer a combination 
of polish and practicality that veterans  

and civilians alike can appreciate. 

A. SHEARLING B-3 FLIGHT JACKET

This authentic B-3 jacket became the U.S. military–issued cold-weather 
flight jacket in 1934, and it is still the warmest and most insulating 
bomber jacket made. Aviators in World War II bombers came to rely 
on their B-3 jackets as they often flew their missions over Europe in 
unpressurized cabins, where air temperatures could drop to more 
than 60 degrees below zero. Our B-3 is made from genuine sheepskin 
leather with a classic, aged look and deep-pile natural shearling along 
the body, sleeves, and collar. With double straps under the collar, and 
straps at the waist that cinch to adjust the fit and keep out wind. 
Traditional leather welted seams and side-entry pockets are authentic 
details from the original. Made in U.S.A. 
#301742 Shearling B-3 Flight Jacket $1,099.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL 
(46–48), XXL (50–52).

E. WOOL WORLD WAR II MILITARY SWEATER

Part of standard-issue military wear during World War II, sweaters like this wool pullover 
were popular among servicemen for comfort, durability, and warmth. The shawl-collar 
style buttons up to cut the cold just as it did onboard aircraft carriers in the ’40s. Cotton 
twill canvas-reinforced elbows. Imported. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#304274 Wool World War II Military Sweater $139.00
Olive (OL), Navy (NV), or Natural (NA). Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). 
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“Wherever you go becomes a part of you somehow.”   ~ Anita Desai

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection 
on NOVICA helps support the National 

Geographic Society’s critical projects around 
the globe. See order form for details.

B. CARABINER CLIP WATCH WITH LED MICRO-LIGHT

Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, our clever 
explorer’s watch has a built-in carabiner that clips onto 

belt loop or backpack. Luminescent hands and hour 
markers. Water-resistant to 100 feet. 

Batteries included. 1 1/2”W x 3”L x 1/4”D. 3 oz.

#305913 Mini carabiner clip watch, Gunmetal $40.00

#305914 Mini carabiner clip watch, Bronze $40.00

C. THE SECRET HISTORY OF WORLD WAR II

From spy missions to code breaking, this 
richly illustrated account of the covert 
operations of World War II takes readers 
behind the battle lines and deep into the 
undercover war effort that drove the 

course of history. Rare photographs, 
images of artifacts, and illuminating 
graphics enrich this absorbing 
reference book. Hardcover. 352 pages; 

12 maps. 9 1/8” x 10 7/8”. © 2016. 

#306714 World War ll Book $40.00
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F. HANDCRAFTED HIMALAYAN COPPER BRACELET

Traditional medicine in many Eastern cultures ascribes 
healing properties to various metals, minerals, and herbs. 
The copper and brass in this twisted and hammered wire 
bracelet is sometimes considered helpful for arthritis 
and for heart and liver conditions. Handmade in Nepal 
by artisans using metalwork techniques handed down 
through generations. Approx. 1/2"W x 7"L. 

#306201 Handcrafted Himalayan Copper Bracelet $24.00

DARE TO EXPLORE ADVENTURE AWAITS

B. SCOTTISH 
SGIAN DUBH

The sgian dubh 
(pronounced  

SKEEN doo) is a small 
ornamental knife 

traditionally tucked into the 
stocking of a Scottish Highlander 

when he’s dressed in full regalia. 
Ours is made in Scotland with a 

stainless-steel blade and a handle crafted 
from naturally shed stag horn with a walnut 
backing. Leather sheath. Blade is shipped 
blunt for safety. 7 1/2"L with case. 6 1/2" without case.

#306199 Scottish Sgian Dubh $99.00

C. PERUVIAN LEATHER LASSO CATCHALL

Corral keys, wallets, and coins on a desk or entryway 
with this hand-tooled leather catchall. Designed by 
Johnny Jimenez, it features a lasso motif inspired by the 
cowboys—morochucos—who live and work in Peru’s 
Andean highlands. Leather with lacquer finish. Made in 
Peru. 7 1/2” sq. x approx. 3”H.

#213657 Peruvian Leather 
Lasso Catchall $30.00

Green

A. SCOTTISH BORDERS CARDIGAN

Knit on the North Sea coast in Peterhead, Scotland, by a 
company that has been in business since 1929.  Its natural 
weather-resistance and moisture-wicking properties keep 
you warm and dry.  Suede elbow patches and quilted suede 
on the chest resist wear and tear. 100% wool with suede 
trim. Hand-wash or dry clean.
#301816 Scottish Wool Fleece Zip-up Sweater $249.00 

Brown (BR) or Green (GR). 

Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50-52).

D. IRISH SWEATER VEST 

Since the early 1900s, women on the Aran Islands off the 
western coast of Ireland have knit wool sweaters for their 
fisherman kin. Every knitter has her own special patterns, 
passed down through generations. This vest is a traditional 
layering piece, featuring classic cable stitches and resin 
buttons. Made in Ireland. 100% merino wool. Dry clean. 

#301773 Irish Sweater Vest $99.00
Charcoal (CH) or Natural (NA). 
Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46), XXL (48).

E. BRASS TELESCOPE

Mariners took to sea 200 years ago with powerful, compact 
telescopes like this. Brass body, 25-x-30-mm fully coated 
precision optics, and protective case with hand  
strap. 5"L closed, 13"L extended. 10 oz. 

#306694 Brass Telescope $59.00

Natural 

A D

G. POCKET AM/FM SHORTWAVE RADIO

Our supercompact radio by Etón lets you tune in to AM, 
FM, and shortwave bands wherever you travel. Features 
an analog tuner for precision and a digital display for 
easy identification. A tuner lock prevents you from 

accidentally changing 
stations. Doubles as a 
travel clock with alarm. 
This special-edition radio 
commemorates Grundig’s 
anniversary. Two AAA 

batteries, not included. 

2 3/4”W x 4 3/8”H x 7/16”D. 

3 2/10 oz.

#301845 Pocket AM/FM 
Shortwave Radio $39.95

B
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D. SCOTTISH WOOL FLEECE SWEATER

The simple design of our zip-front sweater hides a 
500-year history of wool textiles in Scotland. The 
unique material—felted lamb’s-wool that’s softer 
and cozier than synthetic fleece, but with all the 
advantages of natural wool—is made by Lochaven 
in the heart of Scotland’s traditional textile district 
of Stewarton. Our grey-trimmed, felted lamb’s-wool 
sweater is soft and naturally water-resistant, both 
wind-resistant and breathable. 100% lamb’s-wool. 
Hand-wash or dry clean

#306455 Scottish Wool Fleece Sweater $229.00  
Charcoal (CH) or Navy (NV) 

Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50-52).

A. THERMOLUXE HEAT SYSTEM PARKA 

Stay warm without the weight. Ditch 
the bulky winter coats in favor of this 
revolutionary new jacket that regulates 
temperature via three built-in, USB-powered 
heat panels. Three settings let you adjust 
for your climate and personal preference. 
The removable battery lasts 2–6 hours and 
recharges just as easily as your smartphone. 
The water-resistant, down alternative jacket 
packs down into its own pocket, making 
it perfect for travel. And the battery pack 
even doubles as a phone charger. Imported. 
Shell: 100% nylon. Lining and fill: 100% 
polyester. Hand wash cold.
#306441 ThermoLuxe Heat System Parka $289.00 

Men’s sizes M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), 

XXL (50-52).

B. CELTIC POCKET WATCH

From the 16th century until World War 
II when the wristwatch became popular, 
pocket watches were a common part of the 
well-dressed man’s attire. This steel-alloy 
pocket watch features a Celtic knot etched 
into the pewter-finished case. A clear face 
lets you observe the winding mechanism 
inside, where even a slight motion causes a 
small metal weight to turn gears that wind 
the watch spring. With chain and T-bar. 
Made in Scotland. 2 1/2” diam.

#306247 Celtic Pocket Watch $85.00

C. LAGUIOLE HORN-HANDLED KNIFE

The French village of Laguiole in the southern Aubrac 
region has been home to an artisanal knifemaking 
industry since 1829. Styles have evolved, but each is still 
made by hand from start to finish by a single craftsman. 
This knife features a pressed-horn handle with brass 
bolsters encasing the stainless-steel blade. Handmade in 
France. 4 1/4”L folded; 7 7/8”L unfolded. 3 1/2” blade.

#301827 Laguiole Horn-handled Knife $129.00

E. STAINED GLASS TORTOISE ACCENT LAMP

The art nouveau movement of the early 20th century was inspired by 
nature, Eastern art and design, and a desire to create objects that were 
both beautiful and functional. This glowing stained-glass tortoise lamp 
with a brass-finished base is made in the tradition of classic art glass 
from the 1910s.  The accent lamp will add a cozy glow to any corner of 
your home.  The lamp takes a 15-watt bulb (included). 9.0” L

#301761 Stained Glass Tortoise Accent Lamp $39.00

A
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The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps 
support the National Geographic Society’s critical 

projects around the globe. See order form for details.

“To create one’s world in any of the arts takes courage.”   ~ Georgia O’Keefe    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    2322   NOVICA    



E. MICROFIBER TRAVEL COAT

On assignment, National Geographic staff often travel between drastic 
climate extremes. When you’re facing similar conditions, take this 
microfiber coat. Zip in the down lining, and you’ve got a heavy-duty 
coat for cold weather. Take out the lining, and it becomes the perfect 
lightweight jacket. With a water-repellent microfiber shell made for 
rugged adventuring; leather-reinforced buttonholes; removable dark 
brown leather collar; adjustable cuffs and waist; bellows, hand-
warmer, and chest and map pockets, it’s the edge that explorers 
need when the weather gets wild. Generous fit. Imported. 
Dry clean. 34"L.

#301941 Microfiber Travel Coat $259.00
Hazelnut (HZ) or Navy Blue (BL - see online). 
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). 

H. EGYPTIAN MOTHER-OF-PEARL INLAID BOXES

Intricate inlay work has been practiced in the Middle East for more than 
4,500 years. These beech-wood boxes are inlaid with hand-cut pieces of 
iridescent mother-of-pearl and re-create an arabesque design from the 
seventh century. Velvet lining. Handmade in Egypt. Small: 4”W x 2”H x 2 3/4”D.  

Large: 5 1/2”W x 2 1/4”H x 3 1/2”D.

#304438 Small Egyptian Inlaid Box $35.00

#304437 Large Egyptian Inlaid Box $45.00

G. ITALIAN LEATHER MONEY CLIP

Savvy travelers often recommend carrying your wallet in a 
front pocket to thwart would-be pickpockets. This compact 
money clip condenses up to 30 bills and five credit cards 
into one slim leather wallet. Made in a family-run studio in 
Florence, Italy, of Italian pebbled leather. 3 3/4”W x 3”L x 1/2”D. 

#301849 Italian Leather Money Clip $45.00

D. GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF WOOL DRIVING CAP

Our dapper driving cap combines Old World style with the warmth and 
water-resistance of Gore-Tex for exploring year-round. Crafted by Hungarian 
tailors from a German design, it represents Eastern Europe’s centuries-old 
textile heritage. Pull-down earflaps. Rated to 
minus 10°F. Made in Hungary of virgin wool 
with Gore-Tex. Men’s M, L, XL.

#301785  Gore-Tex Waterproof Wool Driving Cap  $98.00
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GIVE TRAVEL-INSPIRED GIFTS    FROM POINTS NEAR AND FAR

A. GRECAS ALPACA SWEATER

Indigenous Bolivian craftsmen translate grecas—
repeating geometric patterns—from the traditional 
garments of the Tarabuco region in this three-quarter-
zip pullover. The design is an interpretation of barroco 
mestizo, the blending of indigenous and Spanish 
architectural style. Handcrafted in Bolivia. 100% 
superfine alpaca. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301756 Grecas Alpaca Sweater $199.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

B. TIBETAN MANTRA COPPER BRACELET

Saying or even reading the words Om mani padme hum 
is believed to invoke the Buddha of Compassion. Some 
Eastern medicine traditions use copper and brass to 
alleviate arthritis and increase circulation. These two 
beliefs intertwine in our hand-hammered cuff. The 
Tibetan script for Om mani padme hum is overlaid on 
the face. Handmade in Kathmandu, Nepal. Copper, 
brass, white metal 3/4”W x 2 3/8” diam. 
#301828 Tibetan Mantra Copper Bracelet $25.00

F. ADVENTURE EDITION 
ROAD ATLAS

Our road atlas provides 
accurate, detailed maps of all 
50 states, Canada, and 
Mexico—including scenic routes, 
historic sites, recreation 
information, and points of interest. 
This unique Adventure Edition also 
highlights America’s top 100 
adventure destinations chosen by the 
editors of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ADVENTURE 
magazine, and discusses the most popular 
national parks. Spiral-bound for ease of use, 
and covered with a durable plastic outer shell. 
144 pages. 11” x 15”. © 2017

#305975 National Geographic Road Atlas $20.00
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C. HAND BLOWN AMBER BEER MUGS - SET OF 6

Javier Gutiérrez and Efrén Canteras work together to 
preserve Mexico’s blown glass artistry. Their handcrafted 
beer glasses with amber hued handle and rim deliver an 
artistic touch to your favorite brew. Slight variation in size 
and shape are testament to the hands-on craft process. 
 5”H x approx 3” diam. Holds 16 oz. Hand wash recommended. Set of 6.

#230246 Hand Blown Amber Beer Mugs - Set of 6 $70.00

 Hat Size Circumference*
 M 21 7/8–22 1/4"
 L 22 5/8–23"
 XL 23 1/2–23 7/8"
* Measure largest part of  
head just above the brow.

“You often meet your destiny on the road you take to avoid it.”   ~ Willam McFee    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    2524   NOVICA    



F. TRINITY KNOT JEWELRY WITH SWAROVSKI® CRYSTALS

In modern-day Ireland, the ancient Celtic trinity knot is a 
symbol of romance and eternal love. Handcrafted in Dublin 
from sterling silver and embellished with white Swarovski 
crystals and Swarovski simulated pearls. Necklace: adjustable 

18–20”L. Earrings: approx. 3/8”L. Bracelet: adjustable 7 3/4–8 1/2”L.

#301906 Trinity Knot Necklace With Swarovski Crystals $99.00

#301905 Trinity Knot Earrings With Swarovski Crystals $89.00

#301907 Trinity Knot Bracelet With Swarovski Crystals $129.00

E. KAMALA CONVERTIBLE MITTENS AND EARFLAP HAT 

Women in Kathmandu knit this colorful, woolen winter gear. 
The flap on the mittens can be secured with a button or folded 
over. The fleece-lined hat features hand-embroidered floral 
accents and cozy earflaps. Handmade in Nepal. 100% wool. 
Hand-wash or dry clean. One size.

#301782 Kamala Convertible Mittens $45.00

#301781 Kamala Earflap Hat $54.00

G. CELTIC CHALICE JEWELRY

The eighth-century Ardagh Chalice in the National Museum of 
Ireland is an iconic example of Celtic art. A repoussé design on 
the chalice is the inspiration for this sterling silver and 18-karat 
gold jewelry. Handcrafted in Ireland. 
Necklace: 18”L; pendant: approx. 3/4” diam. Earrings: 1/2” diam.

#306206 Celtic Chalice Necklace $129.00

#306205 Celtic Chalice Earrings $139.00
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D. THAI MAYOM TREE BRACELET

Using jewelry-making techniques inspired by the hill tribes 
of northern Thailand, a Thai artisan crafts this sterling silver 
bracelet in an intricate, handwoven braid. The box clasp depicts 
the branches of the star gooseberry tree, called mayom in Thai, 
which is often planted in front of houses for good luck. 
1/2”W x 7 1/2”L. 

#120661 Thai Mayom Tree Bracelet $149.00

B. ROBIN’S-NEST EARRINGS

Newar artisans in Kathmandu, Nepal, use thin copper wire 
to hand-weave these tiny nests, in which sterling silver birds 
perch. The design is a hand-etched, sterling silver version of an 
Indian robin, a songbird found across the Indian subcontinent. 
Handmade in Nepal. Sterling silver and copper. 1 1/2”L. 

#301798 Robin’s-nest Earrings $39.00

A. INDONESIAN STERLING SILVER WRAP RING

Tendrils based on fern fronds and granulation offset by 
oxidation showcase the traditional Indonesian silversmithing 
techniques found in our graceful wrap ring. Artisan Sukartini 
says quite simply: “Every piece of jewelry I make describes Bali 
in my own way”. Ring front is approx. 1”L. 

#182465 Indonesian Sterling Silver Wrap Ring $38.00

Ring size: 6,7,8,9,10

C. SHONA GIRAFFE SCULPTURE

Shona is a 20th-century name given to several related ethnic 
groups in Zimbabwe. Many trace their ancestry back to the 
12th-century capital of Great Zimbabwe. Today’s Shona  
stone carvers draw inspiration from that ancient stone city 
as they carve and polish with hand tools. Each handmade 
sculpture is uniquely carved in Zimbabwe. 6 1/2”W x 10”H x 3”D. 

#301940 Shona Giraffe Sculpture $99.00
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H. MAH-JONGG GUEST SOAPS - SET OF 12

The perfect gift for a mah-jongg enthusiast or anyone  
with a taste for the whimsical, our set of almond-scented guest 
soaps replicates 12 tiles from this classic Chinese game of skill 
and strategy. Mah-jongg became a national craze when an 
American importer developed a set of simplified rules in the 
early 1920s. Each approx. 1 1/4”W x 1 1/2”L; 1 oz.

#301824 Mah-jongg Guest Soaps - Set of 12 $36.00

“The words of the elders become sweet some day.”   ~ Malawian Proverb    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    2726   NOVICA    



A. TREVISO SNOWFLAKE FLEECE ZIP-UP JACKET

For lightweight warmth with a touch of Alpine 
style, our polar fleece zip-up is a perfect choice. 
Made in Treviso, Italy - just south of the Dolomites 
mountains, with Nordic-inspired jacquard 
snowflake trim at the collar and sides. 100% poly 
fleece. Machine wash.

#301924 Treviso Snowflake Fleece Zip-up Jacket $99.00
White (WH), Fuchsia (FU), or Black (BK). Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10),  
L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20). 

A World of Authentic Style

F. HIMALAYAN EMBROIDERED SILK JACKET

It’s a tough hours-long hike to India’s Valley of Flowers National Park, 
which sits at 11,000-14,000-foot altitude. The effort is worth it for an 
otherworldly view of alpine meadows blanketed in native flowers. Our 
embroidered silk jacket recalls this remarkable place with chain-stitched 
embroidery covering the front, sleeves, and lower back. Hand-loomed in 
India. 100% silk. Dry clean.

#308065 Himalayan Embroidered Silk Jacket $189.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).
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C. GOLDEN AGE MUGHAL NECKLACE

The golden age of Indian jewelry arrived with the Mughal 
emperors in the 16th century. From turban to toe, rulers 
and their courtiers wore countless gemstones.  Capture a 
small facet of that splendor with this collection of 
dazzling gems encircled in 14-karat gold vermeil. 24"L.

#301923 Golden Age Mughal Necklace $289.00

D. VENETIAN GLASS BEAD BRACELET

Lampworked glass beads, handmade in a family studio in 
Venice, Italy, decorate these flexible wrap bracelets. Gold-
tone beads make them easy to layer with other jewelry 
for a look that is both traditional and on trend. 3/4”W x 

10”L. Black (BK), Crystal (CR) or Purple (PR)  
#301815 Venetian Glass Bead Bracelet $29.00

E. BALINESE SUNFLOWER EARRINGS

A sparkling citrine - November’s birthstone - set within 
petal-like swirls of sterling silver evokes splendid Balinese 
sunflowers in these dangling earrings. Crafted by artisan 
Kadek Hendra, who works in Bali in the long tradition of 
Indonesian jewelry design. Each stone:1.5 carat. Approx. 1 1/4”L. 
#201747 Balinese Sunflower Earrings $58.00

B. BALINESE GARNET HEART LOCKET

This sterling silver locket features intricate 
granulation techniques that have been perfected 
for centuries by Balinese silversmiths. The designs 
frame a deep red garnet, January’s birthstone 
and a symbol of creativity, love, and friendship. 
The hinged locket is deep enough to hold a tiny 
memento. Handcrafted in Bali. 
20"L; pendant: approx. 1"W x 1"L.

#220722 Balinese Garnet Heart Locket $99.00
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“For years I sold to tourist 
shops and payments were 
slow or never came. In 2009, 
my life changed when I 
began to work with Novica. 
Today I can fully support 
my family, I’ve built my own 
workshop, and I even employ 
a few others.”

~ Buana
Jewelry Artist

“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.”   ~ Confucius    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    2928   NOVICA    



A. PERUVIAN WILDFLOWER ALPACA CLOAK

Versatile with lightweight warmth, this alpaca-
blend cloak is great for travel in changeable 
climates. Modeled after the Andean ruana, a 
traditional style of draped cloak, its pattern 
of contrasting colors of flowers is inspired by 
the wildlife of the Peruvian mountainside. The 
generous scarflike cowl neck and button front 
keep you warm when winds pick up. Handmade 
by artisans in Peru from a blend of alpaca, 
sheep’s wool, and acrylic. 
Approx. 46"W x 32 1/2"L. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#311329 Peruvian Wildflower Alpaca Cloak, 
Red $129.00

#313344 Peruvian Wildflower Alpaca Cloak, 
Gray $129.00

B. THREE SISTERS PEARL NECKLACE

The night bazaar in Thailand’s cultural capital 
of Chiang Mai bustles with creative energy. The 
market covers several city blocks, and many 
artisans keep studios nearby. One such studio 
is run by three young sisters, who hand-string 
cultured pearls and gold-tone brass beads to 
create this romantic triple-strand necklace. 
Adjustable 18–20”L.

#301822 Three Sisters Pearl Necklace $49.00

B

E. SISODIA GARNET BRACELET

Named for an 18th-century maharani, our delicate bracelet recalls the flower beds 
of the Sisodia Rani Garden just outside Jaipur. Handcrafted in Jaipur, India, using 
faceted garnet—January’s birthstone—set in 22-karat gold vermeil. Adjustable 7 3/4–8”L. 
#161481 Sisodia Garnet Bracelet $179.00

F. KASHMIR VALLEY JAMAVAR WOOL SCARF 

Five hundred years ago, the most exquisite product of Kashmiri looms was the highly 
prized jamavar scarf. Jamavar weaving is among the most refined of Kashmiri 
designs and once was the mark of nobility in South Asia. This handwoven jamavar 
wool scarf uses a floral palette of lavender, fuchsia, geranium, and rose to render the 
classic Kashmiri design. Handmade in India. 100% wool. 13 1/2”W x 63”L. Dry clean. 

#301744 Kashmir Valley Jamavar Wool Scarf $39.00

C. EGYPTIAN ARABESQUE GOLDEN EARRINGS

Repeating geometric arabesque designs are 
often found in Middle Eastern art and 
architecture, where the never ending patterns 
symbolize a spirituality that extends beyond the 
visible world. Handmade in Cairo. 24-karat 
gold vermeil. 2”L.

#301752 Egyptian Arabesque Golden Earrings $79.00

D. LILY OF THE INCAS BUTTON-FRONT BLOUSE

The colorful genus of flowers known as lily 
of the Incas was the inspiration for the hand-
embroidered design of this organic cotton 
blouse. Peruvian artisans hand-stitch a handful 
of petite flowers along with a wealth of 
soutache embroidery and crochet lace details 
at the bust and cuffs. Button-and-loop closures 
and a V-neck collar, along with comfortable 
stretch-knit vertical side panels.  100% organic 
cotton. Machine Wash.

#301888 Lily of the Incas blouse - White $69.00

#301889 Lily of the Incas blouse - Blue $69.00
Women’s sizes S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), 
XXL (20).
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A. NEPALI RHODODENDRON KNIT HAT AND GLOVES

Knit by women in Katmandu, Nepal, this cheerful hat and glove 
set is a charming way to ward off the winter chill. Starting with 
wool sourced in New Zealand, the Nepali knitters hand dye the 
raw wool before spinning it into yarn. Made from a classic cable 
stitch, and lined with soft fleece for extra warmth and comfort, the 
set is finished with crocheted and beaded flowers inspired by the 
country’s national flower, the rhododendron.  100% wool with 
polyester lining. Hand-wash or dry clean. One size fits most.

#301866 Nepali Rhododendron Knit Hat and Gloves $89.00

B. THAI GARNET AND MARCASITE EARRINGS

Deep red garnet gems are ringed by tiny, glimmering marcasite 
stones in these post earrings that pack significant sparkle. 
Designed by Thailand’s Narinee in sterling silver. The gemstones 
total two carats. 1/2”L.

#273520 Thai Garnet and Marcasite Earrings $48.00

F. CHIQUITOS MISSION CARDIGAN

Chiquitos, Bolivia, is home to some of the only 
surviving examples of a unique European and 
indigenous hybrid architecture developed around South 
America’s Jesuit missions. The pattern of this superfine 
alpaca cardigan is inspired by the facade of St. Ignacio 
de Loyola. Hand-loomed in Bolivia. 100% alpaca. Hand-

wash or dry clean.

#301843 Chiquitos Mission Cardigan $228.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).

E. BALINESE TWO-TONE NECKLACE AND HOOP EARRINGS

Classic Balinese jewelry techniques are on full display in this elegant two-tone 
necklace and earrings handcrafted in the village of Celuk. Curling wirework and 
small silver droplets called jawan are delicately placed by hand using tiny tweezers 
to create elegant and versatile jewelry you’ll turn to every day. 18-karat-gold-
plated bands complement the oxidized sterling silver. 
Necklace: Lobster clasp. approx. 18”L. Earrings: 1”L , 1 1/4” diam.”

#186457 Balinese Two-tone Naga Necklace $119.00

#209421 Balinese Two-tone Hoop Earrings $79.00

G BALINESE BEESWAX FLORAL PILLAR CANDLE

Ornate carved woodwork adorns temples across the island of Bali, and here those 
woodcarving skills are employed to make an elegant pillar candle. The carved 
floral motifs are richly detailed in gold over a russet-colored blend of beeswax and 
palm wax. Only the center of the candle will burn, leaving the carved exterior to 
display as long as you wish. By Indonesian artisan Satnam Sarna. 8 1/4”H x 4” diam.

#291161 Balinese Beeswax Floral Pillar Candle $65.00
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Our Handmade Collection

Artfully crafted by global artisans. Please allow 2-3 weeks 
for delivery or see expedited shipping options online.

C. CHERRY AMBER HEART NECKLACE

According to historian Victoria Finlay, the oldest traded gem is a 
large chunk of red amber, found in an English cave and determined 
to have come from the Baltic Sea more than 12,000 years earlier. 
Our framed heart pendant is a similar cherry red hue, handcrafted in 
Poland using natural amber that originated on the same shores as 
that ancient gift. Sterling silver. 18”L; pendant: 1 1/2”L.

#301855 Cherry Amber Heart Necklace $129.00

D. STERLING SILVER KANJI BIRTHSTONE NECKLACE

Hanzi are characters used in Chinese writing. As early as the sixth 
century A.D., many of these characters began to be simplified and 
adopted into Japanese writing, where they’re known as kanji, a term 
that is more widely used in the West. Artisans in Yiwu, China, create 
these pendants by using sterling silver and the lost-wax casting 
method. Each character emulates the sweeping brushstrokes of 
traditional calligraphy. Choose based on birth month, favorite color, 
or simply the symbol that resonates with you most. Adjustable 16–18”L; 

pendants: approx. 1”L.

#306452 Sterling Silver Kanji Birthstone Necklace $59.00
January/Garnet/Beauty (GA), February/Amethyst/Generosity (AT),  
March/Blue Topaz/Affection (BT), April/White Quartz/Love (WQ),  
May/Green Quartz/Sweetness (GQ), June/White Pearl/Longevity (WP),  
July/Carnelian/Perfection (CR), August/Peridot/Purity (PD),  
September/Iolite/Protection (IO), October/Pink Tourmaline/Happiness (PI),  
November/Citrine/Artistry (CE), or December/Turquoise/Imagination (TQ).

C
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A. MAYURA SAPPHIRE RUANA

The peacock, mayura in Sanskirt, is an auspicious bird in Hindu mythology 
and its feathers are good luck symbols in cultures around the world. Here 
the iridescent sheen of a peacock’s feathers is captured in a sapphire blue 
wool wrap. 100% merino wool. Reversible. 43” W X 21 1/2” L. Dry clean.

#308115 Mayura Sapphire Ruana $69.00

B. BRONZE COLOSSEUM CAT

If you’ve ever visited the Colosseum in Rome, you’ve noticed the 200 cats 
that call the ancient landmark home. Locals known as gattare feed and 
care for these unofficial mascots, protected under Italian law. Artisans at a 
family-run foundry in Rome create this whimsical Colosseum cat sculpture 
in patinated brass using lost-wax casting methods. 4”W x 7”H x 1”D.

#301825 Bronze Colosseum Cat $79.00

C. CONVERTIBLE ITALIAN LEATHER BACKPACK

For versatility while traveling, a convertible bag is a must. Ours is made  
by a studio near Pisa, using the same leather it supplies to luxury handbag 
designers. Wear it as a backpack for hands-free sightseeing. Carry it as a 
handbag while dining out or in a museum where backpacks are off-limits. 
Handmade in Italy. 10 5/8”W x 9 7/8”H x 2 3/4”D. 

#301927 Convertible Italian Leather Backpack

Blue $150.00   Black $150.00

D. NAVAJO TURQUOISE AND STERLING SILVER WATCH 

For the Navajo in the American Southwest, turquoise is part of rain 
ceremonies where it represents the connection between sea and sky. 
Navajo artisans working in Arizona hand-set turquoise cabochons within 
swirls of cast sterling silver, all of which surround a quartz watch face on a 
heavy-duty stretch band. Stones will vary slightly. 6”L. 

#305851 Navajo Turquoise and Sterling Silver Watch $99.00

F

C

A

G. BOTEH EMBROIDERED SILK JACKET

Boteh, mango leaf, even Welsh pear—the 
pattern most commonly known as paisley 
in the West goes by many different names. 
The teardrop-shaped, abstract floral comes 
in infinite variations, and here a sampling 
is embroidered on a jacket of silk dupioni. 
Dupioni is often woven with different colors 
in the warp and weft to create an iridescent 
effect. Features split sleeves that can be 
folded back. Fully lined. No closure. Made in 
India. 100% silk. Dry clean.

#301807 Boteh Embroidered Silk Jacket $159.00
Teal (TE), Ivory (IV), Merlot (ML), or Black (BK).  
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18),  
XXL (20).

On location in Cusco, Peru

E. ROMAN GLASS JEWELRY 

The glass in this aqua-hued jewelry began 
life 2,000 years ago as a vase, jug, or vessel. 
Uncovered from ancient Roman archaeological 
sites in modern-day Israel, and sourced from 
a reputable antiques dealer authorized by the 
Israeli government, each has been transformed 
by the earth in which it rested. Framed by a 
sterling silver bezel. Colors may vary. 
Earrings: 1 1/2"L. Necklace: 17 1/2"L; pendant: 1" diam.

#306159 Roman Glass Earrings $110.00 

#306158 Roman Glass Necklace $199.00
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The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA 
helps support the National Geographic Society’s 

critical projects around the globe. 
See order form for details.

F. HANDCRAFTED CHILEAN TURQUOISE JEWELRY

Meticulously handmade from start to finish, this 
ensemble places hand-cut turquoise from the 
Andes mountains in stunning sterling silver 
settings. Handmade in Chile. Necklace: approx. 

18”L. Earrings: approx. 1”L.  

#305832 Chilean Turquoise Necklace $259.00  

#305833 Chilean Turquoise Earrings $49.00

#301928 Chilean Turquoise Bracelet (online) $149.00

“The jungle is stronger than the elephant. ”   ~ South African Proverb

On location in Tlaquepaque, Mexico

   Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    3534   NOVICA    



WAYS TO SHOP
Visit www.novica.com/natgeo for safe, secure shopping. To place 
your order by phone, please call 1-800-347-3147. For mail-in orders, 
use the order form at left.
CORPORATE GIFTS
Call 1-877-552-4545 or email corpgifts@novica.com for more 
information.  

 
DELIVERY AND SHIPPING
● Handmade Collection 
Delivery time within the continental United States for the Handmade 
Collection is 2-3 weeks (except where otherwise noted). For 
expedited shipping options, please visit www.novica.com/natgeo or 
call 1-800-347-3147. Items ordered together may not necessarily be 
shipped together. Please calculate charges separately for each 
shipping address. 
 
● Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands and APO/FPO
Delivery time to AK, HI, PR, VI & APO/FPO addresses is 2-4 weeks. 
For expedited shipping options, please visit www.novica.com/natgeo 
or call 1-800-347-3147. 

 
QUESTIONS
Customer Service - Your satisfaction is fully guaranteed! If any 
product fails to meet your expectations for any reason, contact 
customer service at 1-800-347-3147 or ngcatalog@novica.com.
Returns - Everything sold by NOVICA is guaranteed for complete 
satisfaction. Should a product not meet your expectations, you may 
return it to us for a refund or replacement within 60 days of delivery. 
For more information, or if you received an incorrect or damaged 
product, please contact us at ngcatalog@novica.com or 1-800-347-
3147. If you are returning an item received as a gift, you may 
exchange it for merchandise credit of equal value. Note that 
personalized items cannot be returned unless damaged or defective. 
Please check your order carefully; once placed, personalized items 
ordered cannot be canceled. 

 
ABOUT THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC COLLECTION
The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps support the 
National Geographic Society’s critical projects around the globe. 
Since 1888, the National Geographic Society has funded more than 
12,000 research, exploration, and preservation projects around the 
world. The Society receives part of the licensing fee paid to National 
Geographic Partners, a joint venture of the Society and 21st Century 
Fox. These fees help support the Society’s vital work. To learn more, 
visit natgeo.com/info.

 
NOVICA - Spreading Global Happiness
As we celebrate exploration, empower artisans and preserve 
cultural traditions, we measure our success in happiness. 
The happiness that lies in giving, not in getting. The happiness 
that arrives as you help someone else to achieve it. Every 
purchase supports our mission - spreading global happiness.  If 
we make artisans and customers happy - mission 
accomplished. Thank you for traveling with us!
   ~ your friends at NOVICA

Explore Empower Pre-
serve

A Partnership that 
Preserves Traditions

 

For the last 17 years, NOVICA has been part of 
the National Geographic family, with a mission 
to empower artisans and preserve the world’s 

most precious artistic traditions.

NOVICA is honored to be the new custodian 
of National Geographic’s collection of unique 
treasures and we look forward to delighting 

you with exciting creations from talented 
artisans around the world.

Happy Holidays!

Explore Empower Pre-
serve
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D. BLACK FOREST MINI CUCKOO CLOCKS
These miniature cuckoo clocks, called kuckulino, are part of a 
tradition in Germany’s Black Forest region that dates back to the 
mid-18th century. Each chalet-style cuckoo clock features the 
Westminster chime and cuckoo call. Both can be shut off. Made 
in Germany. Two AA batteries, included. Each approx. 6”W x 6”H x 3 1/2”D. 

#301890 Black Forest Swing Mini Cuckoo Clock $75.00

#301857 Polka Band Mini Cuckoo Clock $75.00 

#301856 Owl Mini Cuckoo Clock $75.00

B. BULGARIAN HAND-PAINTED CASSEROLE DISH

With its distinctive red clay and feathered designs, pottery from 
Troyan, Bulgaria, is recognized around the world. Artisans use 
needles and fingertips to create patterns in the lead-free glaze. 
Oven, microwave, and dishwasher safe; 3-quart capacity. 
11” diam. x 6 1/4”H.

#306217 Bulgarian Hand-painted Casserole Dish $70.00

A. TIBETAN CHIME OF COMPASSION

Inscribed with one of the most significant mantras in 
Buddhism—Om mani padme hum—this chime is handcrafted 
by Tibetan refugees in northern India. Buddhists believe that 
saying this mantra invokes the blessings of the Buddha of 
Compassion. Cast from a combination of metals, the hand-
tuned chime produces a clear tone. Brass stand with wooden 
base and striker. 5”W x 8 1/2”H x 5”D.

#305998 Tibetan Chime of Compassion $59.00

C. SILK SARI HAT AND SCARF SET

Women in a textile workshop in Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley take 
scraps of silk left from the production of saris and weave them 
into a uniquely textured yarn. Decorated with beads and 
mirrored disks that are intended to ward off the evil eye. 
Handmade in Nepal. Machine wash. Hat: One size. Scarf: 6”W x 76”L.

#301754 Silk Sari Hat and Scarf Set $72.00

A C
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H. THE GIFT OF KINGS - SET OF 3

Enjoy the fragrant resins of frankincense and myrrh on your 
evening fire or as incense. Our set of three mango-wood chests 
also contains the third gift of the Magi: 23-karat gold flakes, 
presented in a handblown glass ball. Comes with a certificate 
of authenticity. Each chest is approx. 3 1/2”W x 3”H. 

#306280 The Gift of Kings - Set of 3 $64.00

F. THAI BELL ORNAMENTS

Brass bells similar to these are used to decorate Buddhist 
temples throughout Thailand. This trio is handmade using the 
lostwax casting method, in which a clay mold is formed around 
a beeswax “bell.” Artisans pour molten brass into the mold, let 
it harden, and then break the mold to remove an individually 
handcrafted brass bell. Handmade in Thailand. Hung on red 
ribbon. 1 1/2”W x 4”L.

#301861 Thai Bell Ornaments $22.00

E. HOLY LAND OLIVE-WOOD NATIVITY SET
Nativity sets like this one are popular souvenirs for Christians 
who make the Christmas pilgrimage to the Palestinian city of 
Bethlehem. There, branches from pruned olive trees are hand-
carved into a rustic Nativity scene. A music box inside plays 
“Silent Night.” 7 3/4”W x 7”H x 5”D. 

#301808 Holy Land Olive-wood Nativity Set $75.00

G. AMBER ROSE INTAGLIO JEWELRY
In Old Norse tradition, amber symbolized the tears of the 
goddess of love. Here, a flower is hand-carved in the back of 
an amber cabochon in a technique known as intaglio. Set in 
sterling silver. Handcrafted in Gdynia, Poland. Necklace: 18”L; 

pendant: 7/16”W x 7/8”L. Earrings: 1 3/8”L.

#301784 Amber Rose Intaglio Necklace $69.00

#306165 Amber Rose Intaglio Earrings $59.00

#301811 Amber Rose Intaglio Bracelet (See online.) $199.00
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C. ANNAPURNA KNIT HAT

The striped pattern of our hand-knit wool cap was inspired by 
the panorama of Nepal’s Machhapuchhare mountain and the 
snowcapped Annapurna Range reflected in the glassy waters of 
Phewa Tal Lake. Hand-knit in a women’s craft cooperative in Nepal. 
100% New Zealand wool; fleece-lined brow. Hand-wash or dry clean. 

One size fits most.

#301918 Annapurna Knit Hat $45.00
Gray/Blue (GY) or Green (GR).

A. MICRO-SUEDE TRAVEL VEST

This olive micro-suede vest easily repels 
mist and rain while the Sherpa fleece lining 
keeps you warm and insulated. It’s great for 
exploring cities, when you’ll be in and out 
of cafés and museums all day. Pair it with 
sweaters and base layers, and you can skip 
packing the bulky winter coat. Two front  
zip pockets and two slash pockets provide 
ample room to stash a wallet, a passport,  
or even a guidebook. Imported. Dry clean. 

#301757 Micro-suede Travel Vest $99.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

B. THE NATIONAL PARKS:  
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY

An inspired tribute to the astonishing 
beauty and priceless cultural treasures  
of America’s national parks, this volume  
is a lavish celebration of the 100th 
anniversary of the National Park Service. 
Hardcover. 384 pages; 400 color photographs.  

9 1/8" x 10 7/8". © 2015

#306715 The National Parks:  
An Illustrated History Book $50.00

D. AFRICAN CURRENCY BRACELET

African bangles have been used as currency and symbols of 
power and prestige in Africa for hundreds of years. They were 
the first general-purpose currency south of the Sahara, used 
for everyday market purchases and even in burial ceremonies.  
Handmade in South Africa. Copper Currency Bracelet: 3/8”W x 7 1/4”L. 

Brass Twist Currency Bracelet: 3/8”W x 7 1/2”L.

#301823 African Currency Copper Bracelet $24.00

#306146 African Currency Bracelet, Copper and Brass $24.00

A

E. BRITISH ISLES WALKING SWEATER

This classic sweater is inspired by a late-19th-
century style worn by English Rangers, who 
patrolled the royal forests and deer parks 
against poachers. The U.S. National Park 
Service ranger corps was founded in the same 
tradition. Made using naturally water-resistant 
Welsh wool. Calfskin patches reinforce the 
elbows and shoulders. Made in England. 100% 
wool with calfskin. Hand-wash. 

#301844 British Isles Walking Sweater $159.00
Natural (NA), Brown (BR), or Green (GR). Men’s M (38–40),  
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). 

We found this park-ranger sweater 
in England and knew that its rugged 
features, like water-resistant Welsh 
wool and calfskin patches at wear 
points, would suit outdoorsmen  

the world over.

C D
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F. FELTED BISON-WOOL HAT

Weather the winter in style and comfort with this hand-blocked felted 
hat, made in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, by the oldest hat company 
in the U.S. The blend of wool and bison fiber is water-resistant and 
crushable, so the hat will always look sharp. Features a pewter feather 
accent tucked into the leather band. 
80% wool, 20% bison fiber.
#301919 Felted Bison-wool Hat $115.00 
Men’s M, L, XL.

A. PERUVIAN PIMA GUAYABERA SHIRT

Elevate your casual wardrobe with 
this travel-ready Peruvian cotton shirt. 
With details borrowed from traditional 
guayabera shirts, like vertical alforza pin-
tuck pleats and a finished hem so you can 
wear it untucked. Made in Peru. 100%  
pima cotton. Machine wash cold. 

#301925 Peruvian Pima Guayabera Shirt $89.00
White (WH), Olive (OL), or Black (BK). 
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

D. CONVERTIBLE TRAVEL JACKET 

Keep all of your essentials organized and close 
at hand with this convertible travel jacket. 
With its 15 pockets to accommodate your 
passport, traveler’s checks, camera, film, maps, 
pens, GPS, MP3 player, and even a water 
bottle, you may be able to leave a carry-on 
bag at home. Perfect for packing light 
even in changeable climates: The quick-
drying cotton/nylon blend shrugs off 
wet weather. When the sun heats 
you up, zip off the sleeves and stash 
them in the pockets to convert 
the jacket into a vest. Moisture-
wicking mesh lining. Reinforced 
stitching stands up to years of 
adventures off the beaten path. 
Imported. Machine wash. 

#301771 Convertible  
Travel Jacket $149.00  
Men’s M (38–40),  
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

B. HAND-TOOLED LEATHER KEY RINGS 

Thai leather artisan Chaloemphon designed this handsome pair 
of key rings, one adorned with a braided motif, and one without, 
to help identify different sets of keys. Nickel-plated key rings and 
snap buttons. Handmade in Thailand. Approx. 4”L x 1”W. Set of 2. 

#211240 Hand-tooled Leather Key Rings - Set of 2 $28.00

C. GENTLEMAN’S CHRONOGRAPH WATCH

This handsome, retro-styled leather watch offers electroluminescent 
hands and markers for low-light situations like museums and 
restaurants. Chronograph measures up to 60 minutes in 1/5 second 
increments and has a split-tracking function. Includes an analog date 
display. Waterproof to 100 meters.
#306202 Gentleman’s Chronograph Watch $228.00

E. GHANIAN KEEPSAKE BOX

Victor Dushie grew up in a community of wood carvers and 
designers in Accra, Ghana, and now makes his living as a 
master of the craft. He carves this decorative box by hand 
from local Ghanaian sese wood, accented with textured 
aluminum. Perfect for safeguarding small treasures or simply 
as decoration. 6” sq. x approx. 3 1/4”H. 

#274543 Ghanian Keepsake Box $39.00

B

A

 Hat Size Head Circumference*
 M (7 1/8) 22 1/2”
 L (7 3/8) 23 1/4”
 XL (7 5/8) 24”
* Measure largest part of  

head just above the brow.

C E F

“People don’t take trips . . . trips take people.”   ~ John Steinbeck

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps 
support the National Geographic Society’s critical projects 

around the globe.  See order form for details.
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A. BALMORAL APRÈS-SKI SWEATER

Warm up after a day on the slopes with 
this fine-gauge sweater made using 100% 
new wool. Knit in a traditional Fair Isle 
pattern by using a floating jacquard 
technique, it’s an impressive example of 
quality Scottish knitwear. Made in Galston, 
Scotland, by a company founded in 1895 
and now in its fifth generation of family 

ownership. 100% wool.

Hand-wash or dry clean. 

#301921 Balmoral Après-ski Sweater 
$169.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL 
(50–52).

F. FAMILY WIRELESS WEATHER STATION

Plan for the day with our wireless weather station. A graphic 
figure shows what clothing suits the forecast. Measures indoor 
and outdoor temperatures, barometric pressure trends, and 
humidity. Back-lit display shows sun- and moonrise data, day 
and date, and time via signals from the U.S. atomic clock. 
Five AA batteries, not included. 5”W x 3 1/2”H.

#301751 Family Wireless Weather Station $49.95

D. LAGUIOLE KNIFE

Forged from stainless steel in the Aubrac region of France, 
where the careful creation of fine knives is a proud tradition. 
The detailed, handworked olive-wood handle holds a corkscrew 
and razor-sharp folding blade designed to last for a lifetime 
of adventure. Crowned with brass ends, it comes with a 
sharpening steel, a leather case, and an elegant box. 
8”L open, 4”L folded. 

#308171 Laguiole Knife $135.00

C. CELTIC SOUL MATE BRACELET

In Celtic tradition, when two individuals form a lasting 
connection, their souls bond. This may be with a romantic 
partner or with a friend who has become like family. Celebrate 
that rare bond with this bracelet inscribed Mo Anam Cara, the 
friend of my soul. Handcrafted in Dublin. Sterling silver.  
3/8”W x 2 1/2” diam. 

#306203 Celtic Soul Mate Bracelet $229.00

E. BISON LEATHER KNIT GLOVES 

Softer than cashmere and warmer than wool, bison down 
make these gloves warm enough for winter hiking yet 
comfortable for every day wear. Though hunted nearly to 
extinction in the 19th century, today American Bison herds 
thrive in the Great Plains, where the fiber for our gloves is 
gathered. Made in U.S.A. 80% merino wool, 20% bison wool 
with bison leather palms. Sizes S and L. See online for size chart.

#306702 Bison Leather Knit Gloves $89.00

C E
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“A work of art is the trace of a magnificent struggle.”   ~ Grace Hartigan

GIVE 
HOLIDAY 
WARMTH

B. “MY TOWN” CUSTOM MAP PUZZLES

Custom, 400-piece jigsaw puzzles utilize the US Geological Survey and high-resolution 
satellite photography to create a map and aerial view of your community.  The full U.S. 
street address with zip code that you provide becomes a house-shaped piece designating 
your puzzle’s center point.  Upgrade the presentation by adding a personalized wooden 
gift box. 18 1/2”W x 12 1/4”L.

#313873 Custom USGS Map Puzzle $44.95

#313874 Custom Aerial Map Puzzle $49.95

#313870 Personalized Compass 
Rose Gift Box $39.95 

Please allow 2–3 weeks for delivery. 

U.S. postal addresses only. 

313873

313874

313870
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Authentic details make this Allied World War II flight jacket a standout.  
Crafted in smooth, supple French lamb leather, the jacket even features a replica 

survival map lining like those that helped downed pilots return to safety.

B

C. JAVANESE SILVER AND LEATHER BRACELET

Jewelers on the island of Java work in open-air studios 
creating sterling silver beads that have been a local 
art form since the 16th century. Sterling silver beads 
cast from a repoussé original hammered design are 
slid onto a braided leather cord to make a handsome 
bracelet that flatters both men and women. Made in 
Indonesia. Women’s: 7 1/2”L. Men’s: 8 1/2”L.

#306457 Javanese Silver and Leather Bracelet 
Women’s $85.00   Men’s $85.00

D. MEN’S FAIR TRADE TRAVEL TOILETRY BAG

Karina and Maybee draw on their experience as 
members of a flight crew to design attractive, practical 
travel bags like this handsome shaving and toiletry 
case. Twin zippers open to reveal two inner pockets 
on one side and a zipper pocket on the other. Outer 
pockets on both sides zip closed. Crafted in Peru.  
Cotton acrylic blend with leather accents, polyester 
lining. 5”H x 12 1/4”W x 6”D. 

#200832 Men’s Fair Trade Travel Toiletry Bag $59.00

E. MILITARY MECHANIC’S SWEATER

Taking inspiration from the A-1 mechanic’s sweater worn by American 
servicemen during WWII, our wool-blend version has been reinterpreted in a 
contemporary spirit. With reinforced elbows, a warm, and a dense knit, it’s 
perfect for cool-weather work or play. Imported. 80% wool, 20% nylon.  
Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301909 Military Mechanic’s Sweater $115.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

F. SHUT THE BOX GAME

After their sails were still for the night, Norman mariners would get out their 
dice and play Shut the Box. The simple and addictive game made its way 
around the world via merchant ships, and it remains especially popular in the 
U.K. today. Easy to learn and hard to stop playing this classic all-time-favorite 
game features an Old World–look wooden box with wooden dice and tiles. 
For any number of players. 
Ages 8 and up. 8”W x 6”L x 3”H.

#306222 Shut the Box Game $35.00

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps 
support the National Geographic Society’s critical 

projects around the globe. See order form for details.

A

B. WORLD WAR II  
SCRIMSHAW KNIFE

This natural bone-handle  
knife pays tribute to the U.S. 
military veterans who served 
the Allied forces in World War 
II. A carved, scrimshaw-style 
bone handle features a sketch 
of a B-25 bomber taking off 
from the flight deck of an 
aircraft carrier. Part of W. R. 
Case & Sons Cutlery Co.’s 
Image War Series. Made in 
U.S.A. 4 1/8"L. 4 oz.

#301934 World War II  
Scrimshaw Knife $99.00

A. LEATHER A-2 FLIGHT JACKET

This reproduction of the World War II A-2 
flight jacket, originally issued in 1931 to 
Allied pilots, features a reproduction survival 
map of southern France on the lining. Pilot-
approved customizations include a wind flap, 
zipper with storm flap, hidden snap-down 
collar points, and flap-top and side-entry 
pockets. Vintage-style French lamb leather. 
Generously sized. Imported.
#301741 Leather A-2 Flight Jacket $575.00  
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

C
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CLEVER, PRACTICAL, ESSENTIAL

B

A. AWARD-WINNING ROAD TRIP GAME

Relive the fun and adventure of road trips with the family with this wacky word 
game packaged in a retro tin travel trailer. Take turns at challenges like “Name three 
animals that start with the letter ‘B’” or “Rattle off three towns that start with ‘P.’” 
As you complete each challenge, you’ll motor across the U.S.A., collecting Rest 
Stop cards along the way. Some are lucky breaks, and some are potholes! For 2–4 
players. Ages 8 and up. 20"W x 7"L game board.

#306225 Road Trip Game $29.95
!   WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

G. AMERICAN RED CROSS FIELD RADIO AND PHONE CHARGER

Stay informed in the field with this AM/FM/NOAA weather 
digital radio. Recharges with solar power, built-in battery (mini 
USB cable included), three AA batteries (not included), or hand-
crank. One minute of cranking powers 15–20 minutes  
of radio, or plug your smartphone into the USB port to  
charge it. Includes an LED flashlight and red flashing emergency 
beacon. Approx. 6”W x 7”H. 1 lb.

#301805 American Red Cross Field Radio and Phone Charger $59.95

D F
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E. “CREDIT CARD” MULTI TOOL CLIPWATCH

Don’t get caught empty-handed on the road or trail. Our 
stainless steel multitool features an array of essentials in a 
clip-on that’s barely thicker than a credit card. Includes a clock 
with luminescent hands, bottle opener, magnifier, protractor, 
standard and metric ruler, and Phillips, flathead, hex, and star 
screwdrivers. Water resistant to 165 feet. 3 1/8”H x 1 1/2”W x 1/4”D.

#306227 “Credit Card” Multi Tool Clipwatch $75.00

D. TRAVEL SLIPPER SOCKS

Developed for camping in the Maine woods, these wool- 
blend slipper socks are so comfortable that Sherpa guides  
pack them for Everest base camp. A memory-foam layer tops 
EVA insoles for support and cushioning. Durable indoor/
outdoor leather outsoles. Imported. Hand-wash.

#301765 Travel Slipper Socks $49.00
Oatmeal (OT) or Red (RD). Sizes XXS (women’s 5 1/2–7), XS (women’s  
7 1/2–8 1/2, men’s 6 1/2–7), S (women’s 9–10, men’s 7 1/2–8 1/2),  
M (men’s 9–10), L (men’s 10 1/2–11 1/2), XL (men’s 12–13).

F. STELLARSCOPE STAR FINDER

Locate and identify more than 1,500 stars visible to the naked 
eye. Choose the adapter for your latitude, setup the time/
date selector, and look through the Stellarscope for a star map 
aligned with the actual night sky as it appears in your location 
at that moment. Accurate in the continental U.S. and most of 
Alaska and Canada south of the Arctic Circle. Includes lens cap, 
latitude adapter disks, and a night-light. 2 1/2” diam. x 7”L.

#306170 Stellarscope Star Finder $49.00

B. SOL™ OUTDOOR MULTITOOL

Don’t get stranded on the road or trail. Our multitool features 
an array of survival essentials, including a removable folding 
blade with LED light and a removable compass. Also includes 
fire-starting tinder, whistle, braided nylon cord, stainless steel 
wire, signal mirror, and emergency sewing and fishing kit. See 
online for full list of tools. 2 3/4”W x 3 7/8”H x 1 1/2”D. 6 1/4 oz. 

#301794 SOL™ Outdoor Multitool $49.95

C. PERSONAL GPS TRACKER

Mark your location with the push of a button, and then explore 
at your leisure with this GPS-enabled digital compass. Mark as 
many as three places at one time, and you’ll always know how 
far away you are from home. Water-resistant, and backlit for 
nighttime viewing. Includes a clip for attaching to a backpack 
or purse. Approximately 2”W x 3 1/4”L. 6 oz..

#301769 Personal GPS Tracker $89.95

B C
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Give global
gifts inspired by world travel

A. WOMEN’S IRISH ARAN  
TURTLENECK SWEATER

For more than 100 years, women in the rural 
villages of the Aran Islands off the western 
coast of Ireland have knit natural wool 
sweaters for their fisherman kin. At weekly 
gatherings, they continually invented intricate 
new stitches. Each stitch in this generously 
sized, traditional Aran sweater represents a 
facet of fishing culture: the honeycomb  
stitch for hard work, the cable stitch for 
safety on the waters, and the basket weave 
as a wish for a plentiful catch. Made in 
Ireland. 100% merino wool. Hand-wash or  

dry clean.

#301758 Women’s Irish Aran  
Turtleneck Sweater $159.00
Red (RD), Natural (NA), Light Blue (LB), or Black (BK;  
see online). Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14),  
XL (16–18), XXL (20).

B. PATAN HAND-KNIT HAT AND GLOVES

Just outside Kathmandu, the Nepalese city of Patan is 
known for its craft industry. These wool accessories are 
inspired by the motifs found in the intricately carved 
facades of Patan’s many Buddhist temples. Hat is fleece-
lined. Hand-knit in Nepal. 100% wool. Hand-wash or dry 

clean. One size. 

#301846 Patan Hand-knit Hat $45.00

#301847 Patan Hand-knit Gloves $45.00

C. WOOL-LINED AND SUEDE TRAVEL SHOES

Cozy slippers by Acorn® have been worn by NASA 
astronauts in orbit and Sherpas at Mount Everest base 
camp. The slip-on, metal-free design makes them a 
perfect choice for smooth passage through airport 
security. The removable insole and EVA midsole offer 
lightweight performance and maximum cushioning so 
you can wear them all day. The moisture-wicking wool 
lining keeps feet comfortable, never too hot or too cold. 
Suede uppers are stain- and water-resistant, and the 
nonslip rubber outsole provides sure footing outdoors. 
Imported.
#301820 Men’s Wool-lined and Suede Travel Shoes $110.00 
Brown (BR) or Black (BK; see online). Men’s whole sizes 8–12.

#301819 Women’s Wool-lined and Suede Travel Shoes $110.00 
Brown (BR) or Maroon (MA).  
Women’s whole sizes 6–10.

A
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D. LEATHER TRAVELER BAG

Made from soft, full-grain leather, our 
durable travel bag keeps your necessities 
safe and organized. Featuring zip 
closures, an exterior pocket for phone 
or glasses, a security pocket, and an 
adjustable cross-body strap, it’s the 
perfect bag for the savvy traveler. Folds 
flat for packing. Made in Bolivia. 
11"W x 11"H x 2"D. 

#301943 Leather Traveler Bag $215.00 
Green (GR), Red (RD), Blue (BL), Dark Brown (BR), 
Cinnamon (CN), or Black (BK).

Extra-long, adjustable strap lets you 
wear the bag securely across your body. 
Multiple pockets keep your documents 
organized and accessible.

We discovered this leather 
traveler bag in Bolivia, 

home to some of the world’s 
most skillful leather 
artisans. What caught 
our eye was the cross-

body design and superslim 
profile that carries 

everything you need without 
weighing you down.

“If we are to preserve culture we must continue to create it.”   ~ Johan Huizinga    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    5150   NOVICA    



F. IRISH SWEATER JACKET

Aran knitting is known for its wealth of 
intricate stitches and symbolism. In this 
flattering sweater jacket, the diamond 
stitch represents prosperity and the 
cable stitch stands in for the fishing 
rope that was essential to livelihood 
on the Aran Islands. Made in Ireland. 
100% worsted wool; button closure at 
the neck. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301763 Irish Sweater Jacket $159.00
Garnet (GA), Charcoal (CH), Oatmeal (OT), or 
Green (GR).  Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10),  
L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20). 

On location in Paraty, Brazil

F

D. BOOK OF KELLS INITIAL NECKLACE

The eighth-century Book of Kells is an ornate,  
hand-copied, illuminated manuscript of the 
Gospels—one of the most important pieces of 
early Celtic art in the world. These sterling silver 
pendants are inspired by the highly decorative 
letters, called initia, that begin each section of 
text. Each is cast from sterling silver and finished 
by hand in a family-run Dublin studio.  
18"L; pendant: approx. 1"L.

#301764 Book of Kells Initial Necklace $59.00
Specify a letter from A to Z. A, B, C, D, E, G, H, N, Q, and T  
are available only as lowercase letters. See online.

B. CELTIC KNOT PEWTER PENDANT WATCH

In this twist on the classic pocket watch, a petite timepiece becomes a dramatic 
pendant. The steel-alloy watch features a pewter-finished case. Includes a 
carabiner clip. Crafted in England by a company that has been making pewter 
since 1797. 28”L; pendant: 1 1/4” diam.

#306690 Celtic Knot Pewter Pendant Watch $65.00

A. IRISH WOOL-CASHMERE LONG CARDIGAN

The classic cable stitches of the Aran Islands are 
a worldwide symbol of Irish culture. Here they’re 
created using a wool blend that features just enough 
cashmere to make this long-line cardigan luxuriously 
soft to the touch. Made in Ireland. 95% wool, 5% 
cashmere. Hand-wash.

#301779 Irish Wool-cashmere Long Cardigan $159.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).
Red (RD), Grey (GR) or Natural (NA)

C. CELTIC PEARL JEWELRY

These sterling silver and freshwater pearl accents 
feature a classic Celtic trinity knot. The knot can 
represent past, present, and future, or the stages  
of a woman’s life according to Celtic lore:  
daughter, mother, and grandmother. Handcrafted  
in Dublin. Earrings: 1/2”L. Necklace: 18”L; pendant: 5/8”L.

#305818 Celtic Pearl Earrings $69.00

#301759 Celtic Pearl Necklace $69.00

#301766 Celtic Pearl Ring (See online.) $69.00
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On location in Minard, County Kerry, Ireland

E. KILLARNEY MERINO SCARF

At the 19th-century Muckross House, Irish weavers 
ply their trade using traditional methods. This 
wool and cashmere scarf, inspired by the colors 
of Killarney National Park, is handwoven on a 
200-year-old Hattersley loom. Wool/poly/cashmere 
blend. 9”W x 60”L. Dry clean.

#304419 Killarney Merino Scarf $58.00

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA 
helps support the National Geographic Society’s 

critical projects around the globe. 
See order form for details.
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F. AMETHYST MUGHAL MYSTIQUE JEWELRY

Dazzling in deep violet, amethyst captivates with majestic 
mystique. Mahavir surrounds the 4-carat faceted gem with 
sparkling cubic zirconia as he crafts the luminous necklace of 
sterling silver. Handcrafted in India. Necklace: 18” L. Earrings: 1.4” 

L x 0.5” W

#201319 Amethyst Mughal Mystique Necklace $69.00

#201320 Amethyst Mughal Mystique Earrings $69.00

G BOLIVIAN ALPACA SUNSET SCARF

For generations, the indigenous women of Bolivia have 
wrapped themselves in hand-loomed shawls and scarves 
created from alpaca wool dyed the colors of the Altiplano 
nighttime sky. This lightweight scarf is the same indigenous 
garment, created in an artisan workshop in La Paz using a 
traditional palette. Please allow for slight variations in the 
stripes in this scarf. 100% Alpaca. 9 1/2”W x 71”L

#313935 Bolivian Alpaca Sunset Scarf $45.00

E. ALPEN ROSE JACKET

From the formal blooms found at Medici palaces to the tiny 
mountain flowers of the Aosta Valley, floral life has been a 
source of inspiration for Italian designers and artists since the 
days of the Roman Empire. Made in Treviso, a northern city 
famous for producing woolens, this jacket has an all-over floral 
pattern drawn from northern Italian wild flowers: alpen roses, 
wild pansies, martagon lilies, and genetians. Made in Italy. 70% 
wool, 30% polyester. Women’s S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 
XL (16-18), XXL (20). Hand wash.

#306347 Alpen Rose Jacket $139.00

D. THAI SAPPHIRE NECKLACE

Sapphires are thought of as a blue stone, but they actually 
come in a range of colors from pink and purple to brown, 
yellow, and white. This romantic necklace is handcrafted in 
Thailand, where sapphires were once so plentiful that farmers 
would find them while plowing their fields. 14-karat gold 
vermeil and hand-faceted briole sapphires. Adjustable 16–18”L. 

#301826 Thai Sapphire Necklace $229.00

B. TRADITIONAL IRISH ARAN THROW

Aran knitting is known for its wealth of intricate stitches 
and symbolism. In this cozy wool throw, the diamond stitch 
represents prosperity, the honeycomb stitch represents the hard 
work of the honeybee and the rewards of an industrious life, 
and the cable stands in for the fishing rope that was essential 
to livelihood on the Aran Islands. Knit from 100% merino wool 
in Westport, County Mayo, Ireland. 
Hand-wash or dry clean. 60”W x 42”L. 

#301830 Traditional Irish Aran Throw $129.00

A. INDONESIAN RAINBOW GLASS WIND CHIME 

Working near Singaraja, in the mountainous northern region 
of Bali, local artisans collect fallen teak branches and glean 
wood from the local coffee plantations to fashion this delicate, 
colorful wind chime. Each piece will vary slightly, due to the 
natural variations of the wood. Handcrafted in Bali. Coffee and 
teak wood, glass, and nylon string. Approx. 11”W x 16”L.

#305963 Indonesian Rainbow Glass Wind Chime $39.00
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C. EGYPTIAN GLASS MINI PERFUME BOTTLES

Ancient Egyptians are believed to be the first to incorporate 
perfume into their cultural rituals. These 24-karat-gold-
accented glass bottles are handblown in Egypt and colored by 
hand. Fill them with perfumes or scented oils. Made in Egypt. 
4” - 5 3/4”H.

#304436 Egyptian Glass Mini Perfume Bottles - Set of 5 $49.00

C

H. JAVANESE FLORA BEADED RINGS - SET OF 10 

Inspired by Java’s tropical flora and exquisitely beaded formal 
sarongs, artisans tap into these beading traditions to create this 
set of ten stretchy, sequined rings in every hue of the rainbow. 
There is a different ring for every day and mood, or you can 
share with friends and family. Hand-beaded in Indonesia on 
comfortable elastic. Colors will vary.
#306171 Javanese Flora Beaded Rings - Set of 10 $29.00
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“Anticipate charity by preventing poverty.”   ~ Maimonides

On location at 
Annascaul, Dingle, 

Country Kerry, Ireland
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A. BRINDAVAN GARDENS REVERSIBLE JACKET

The paisley pattern that decorates this lightly 
quilted, reversible wool jacket is inspired by the 
symmetrical design of Brindavan Gardens in the 
southwestern Indian state of Karnataka. The 
jacket’s iridescent purple silk lining is a nod to 
the colorfully lit, musical fountains that are the 
gardens’ main attraction. Made in India. Wool/
silk. Dry clean.

#301911 Brindavan Gardens Reversible Jacket $159.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).

E. AMETHYST FLOWER NECKLACE

A three-karat amethyst clings like a raindrop to rhodium-plated 
sterling silver vines in this delicate necklace designed in India by 
Parul. Chain: 15 3/4”L. Pendant: Approx 1 1/4”L x 1/2”W.

#186134 Amethyst Flower Necklace $78.00

F. BENGALI EMBOSSED BAG

Leather artisans in a third-generation workshop in West Bengal 
create this embossed bag entirely by hand. The technique 
is based on a style that originated in nearby Shantiniketan. 
Handcrafted in India. 
13”W x 11 1/2”H x 4”D. Removable 33”–60” cross-body strap.

#297240 Bengali Embossed Bag $150.00

D. RANGWALI HOLI BRACELET

Garnet, citrine, peridot, and amethyst bring a rainbow of color 
to this sterling silver bracelet. Inspired by Rangwali Holi, the 
Hindu festival where friends and strangers playfully douse each 
other with vivid colored powders in a celebration of renewal, 
reconciliation, and thanksgiving. Handmade in India. 7 1/2”L.

#98138 Rangwali Holi Bracelet $169.00

C. CULTURED PEARL BUTTON EARRINGS

Iridescent pearls, the June birthstone and a symbol of purity, 
are framed in swirling ribbons on sterling silver in these button 
earrings designed by Alok Jain. Handcrafted in India. 
Approx. 1/2” diam.

#210679 Cultured Pearl Button Earrings $48.00

H. SHONA CRANE SCULPTURES

The Shona are a diverse people who live in parts of Zimbabwe, 
Botswana, and Mozambique. Known for their stone carving, 
many Shona artisans quarry their own rapoko soapstone, 
which they chisel and polish with hand tools. This graceful 
pair represent the endangered wattled crane, a symbol of 
longevity whose habitat in Zimbabwe and throughout Africa is 
dwindling. Please accept variations in coloring and carving as 
each is handmade and unique. Small: approximately 4”W x 9”H x 3”D. 

3 3/10 lbs.   Large: approximately 4 1/2”W x 12”H x 2 1/2”D. 5 1/2 lbs.

#301791 Shona Crane Sculpture Small $75.00

#301792 Shona Crane Sculpture Large $85.00

G. IRISH ROSE RAGLAN SWEATER

Pure, supersoft merino wool and a cable knit adapted from 
traditional Aran Island patterns make a cozy, raglan-sleeve 
sweater that you’ll reach for all season. Crafted in Westport, 
County Mayo, Ireland, at the foot of the famous pilgrimage site 
Croagh Patrick. 100% merino wool. Hand-wash or dry clean.

#301920 Irish Rose Raglan Sweater $159.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20).
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B. BALINESE AMETHYST DROP EARRINGS

Sterling silver granulation is a specialty of 
Balinese jewelry. In this traditional art form, tiny 
spheres of metal called jawan are painstakingly 
applied, one by one, to create a textured surface. 
In these earrings, granulated details are 
surrounded by a rope design called tali air. 
Faceted amethysts totaling 3 1/2 karats complete 
the design. Handmade in Indonesia. 
Approx. 1 1/2”L.

#196969 Balinese Amethyst Drop Earrings $45.00
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A. FORBIDDEN CITY CARDIGAN

Beijing’s Forbidden City, now home to the Palace 
Museum, was the Chinese imperial palace for 
almost 500 years. Its 980 buildings boast some  
of the world’s most intricate and ornate 
architectural decoration, which was the inspiration 
for this long-line, multiseason topper. A single 
fastener at the neck recalls the long vests worn by 
court officials in the Qing dynasty. Made in China. 
65% acrylic, 35% poly. Hand-wash.

#301902 Forbidden City Cardigan $129.00
Women’s S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18).

B. MILLEFIORI BLOSSOM WATCH

More than a dozen delicate slivers of millefiori 
glass decorate the face of this gold-plated watch. 
Made with glass from Murano, an island within 
Venice, Italy, that has been home to master 
glassmakers since the 13th century. Leather band. 
Approx. 1”-diam. face. 8 1/2”L.

#301936 Millefiori Blossom Watch $65.00
Black (BK) or Red (RD).

C. ITALIAN WOVEN SUEDE TOTE BAG 

Emulate the seemingly effortless Italian 
sense of style with this roomy and supple 
woven suede tote. Handmade in Tuscany 
using super soft leather, the bag is large 
enough to hold a day’s essentials, and 
the removable shoulder strap can be 
worn across the body for extra security. 
Handcrafted in Santa Croce sull´Arno, Italy. 
Approximately 15 3/4”W x 12 1/4”H x 7”D. 44” strap. 

#301817 Italian Woven Suede Tote Bag $229.00

Black (BK) or Red (RD).

A

On location in Minard, County Kerry, Ireland

D. BALINESE PEARL HOOP EARRINGS

Inspired by the tight curls in depictions of the 
Buddha at Java’s Borobudur Temple, Jewelry 
artisan Zayd Makarim, creates these intricate 
hoop earrings by using the lost-wax technique. 
Handmade in Bali, Indonesia. Sterling silver with 
cultured freshwater pearls. Approx. 1 1/4”L.

#118904 Balinese Pearl Hoop Earrings $99.00

G. BALINESE BASKET-WEAVE 
STERLING SILVER BRACELET

Balinese Hindus frequently leave 
offerings of rice and flowers in 
baskets woven of pandan leaves 
to show gratitude to the gods. 
This sterling silver cuff is woven 
in the same fashion by an artisan 
in the traditional jewelry-making 
village of Celuk. 
Approx. 1”W x 6 1/2”L.

#301854 Balinese Basket-weave 
Sterling Silver Bracelet $129.00

B

F. ANDEAN ALPACA BLEND CARDIGAN

Peruvian designer Alfredo Falcon creates this classic and versatile black cardigan from 
the softest cotton/alpaca blend. Features an open front and long, straight sleeves. 
Made in Peru. 70% cotton, 30% alpaca. Hand wash cold or dry clean.

#202041 Andean Alpaca Blend Cardigan $90.00

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XL (20).

E.  KATHMANDU VALLEY HAT AND FINGERLESS 
GLOVES

Durbar Square, a UNESCO World Heritage site in 
Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley, is a living monument 
to Nepali architecture. These are hand-knit by 
a women’s craft collective in Kathmandu using 
100% wool yarn in a design inspired by Durbar 
Square’s overlapping palaces and temples. 
Gloves: 4 1/2” W x 8 1/2” H. Hat: 12” W x 7” H.

#301929 Kathmandu Valley Hat $55.00 
#301930 Kathmandu Valley Fingerless Gloves $45.00
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“Maintaining one’s culture, values and traditions is beyond price.”   ~ Getano Lui

On location in
Guadalajara, Mexico
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A. BELLEEK CLADDAGH MUGS

The Irish claddagh, dating back to 
16th-century County Galway, is a pair of 
clasped hands holding a crowned heart 
that symbolizes love, friendship, and loyalty. 
Here it graces a pair of porcelain mugs by 
the renowned Northern Ireland pottery 
company Belleek. Holds 10 oz. Made in 
Ireland. Porcelain. Dishwasher safe and 

microwavable. 4 1/4"H.

#301933 Belleek Claddagh Mugs - 
Set of 2 $29.00

B. FLORES BLUE TOPAZ JEWELRY

The Indonesian island of Flores is a tropical 
jewel, home to part of the Komodo 
National Park, white-sand beaches, and 
waters that rival the hue of this faceted 
blue topaz sterling silver jewelry. 

F. GOLD-VERMEIL ROMAN GLASS JEWELRY

Wear a piece of history with jewelry using 
ancient Roman glass. 22-karat-gold-vermeil 
wires encircle each iridescent disk, perhaps 
once a jug or wineglass. Handcrafted in 
Israel. Necklace: 17”L; Pendant: 1 1/4”L.  

Earrings: 1 1/2”L.

#306161 Roman Glass Necklace $219.00 

#306160 Roman Glass Earrings $179.00

G. SILVER CLADDAGH HEART LOCKET

Artisans working in a Dublin family-run 
studio create each locket by hand. The 
claddagh, a pair of hands holding a 
crowned heart, dates back to 16th- 
century County Galway and symbolizes 
love, loyalty, and friendship. Sterling silver.  
18"L; locket: 5/8"W x 7/8"L.

#306204 Silver Claddagh Heart Locket $149.00

Handcrafted in Bali, Indonesia. 
Earrings: 5/8”L. Bracelet: approx 1/2”W x 7”L. 
#301908 Flores Blue Topaz Earrings $69.00

#301851 Flores Blue Topaz Bracelet $99.00

C. KOLKATA CROSS NECKLACE

Garnet, citrine, iolite, peridot, and amethyst 
surround a central blue topaz in this 
sterling silver pendant. The gems are hand-
cut in Jaipur and hand-set in Kolkata. 
Inspired by the works of recently canonized 
missionary Mother Teresa, who spent much 
of her life ministering in Kolkata. 15 3/4"L; 

pendant: 3/4"W x 1 3/8"L.

#142737 Kolkata Cross Necklace $85.00

D. ITALIAN PEARL AND GEMSTONE 
BUTTERFLY PIN 

Our bejeweled butterfly pin sparkles with 
Renaissance luxury. Handcrafted in Vicenza,  

H. ART DECO AMBER TEARDROP EARRINGS 

Polish artisans have over 80 amber 
descriptions, from flame and honey to 
clouded and woolly. Here, teardrops of 
honey amber are paired with sterling silver 
leaves in earrings that reflect an early-20th-
century art deco style. Handcrafted in 
Poland. 1 1/2"L.

#306164 Art Deco Amber Teardrop Earrings 
$59.00

I.  HOLY LAND OLIVE-WOOD  
NATIVITY ORNAMENTS

Each year, thousands of Christians make a 
winter pilgrimage to the holy city of 
Bethlehem. Many return with olive-wood 
souvenirs, a craft tradition among the city’s 
Christian community since the fourth 
century. Each ornament features a simple 

Italy, using the lost-wax casting method. 
18-karat-rose-gold vermeil with pearl,  
emerald, and ruby. 2"W x 1 1/4"L.

#306169 Italian Pearl and Gemstone  
Butterfly Pin $159.00

E. CHRISTMAS IS PEACE STONE NATIVITY 
SCENE

Juan Lucas Coronado adapts the shape 
of the traditional chullo hat to create a 
warm, snug environment. Inside, the Holy 
Family kneels together with the Three 
Kings to adore the newborn Jesus. For this 
sculpture, the artisan selects stone quarried 
in Huamanga in the central sierra of Peru. 
Its texture and color are similar to alabaster. 
4”W x 4”H.

#301858 Christmas is Peace Stone 
Nativity Scene $49.00

Nativity scene. Handcrafted at a family-
owned Bethlehem studio founded in 1880. 
Approx. 2 1/2”W x 2 3/4–4”H.  
#306167 Holy Land Olive-wood  
Nativity Ornaments $39.00

J. TEAL ZARDOZI ORNAMENTS - SET OF 6

Teal hearts, stars, and diamonds are hand-
embellished with sequins, beadwork, and 
golden zardozi embroidery by Indian artisan 
Parvez A. Warsi. His family’s handicrafts 
date back centuries, when his ancestors 
stitched clothing for the royal families in 
Agra, home to the Taj Mahal. Handcrafted 
in India, presented in a drawstring pouch. 
Sizes vary: approx. 3 1/4–4”H x 3 1/4–4”W. 
#307206 Teal Zardozi Ornaments - 
Set of 6 $38.00
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E. ALPS WOOL BLEND FLEECE JACKET

Cut and sewn by hand in the mountainous Vento region of 
northern Italy, the design of this zip sweater was inspired by the 
Norwegian style that became so popular in Italy. 
A blend of wool, cotton, and polyester gives it 
a touch of stretch, and the full zipper makes 
it easy to wear and layer. Made in Italy. 
40% wool, 40% cotton, 20% poly. 
Gray (GY) or Blue (BL). 
Hand wash or dry clean.

#306431 Alps Wool Blend 
Fleece Jacket $149.00

Men’s M (38-40) L (42-44), 

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).

G. MEXICAN TRAIN DOMINOES

The object of this classic domino game is for a player to play all  
of the dominoes in his or her hand, forming trains that branch out from 
a central hub. Despite its Mexican nickname, the roots of the game 
date to 11th-century China. Our version features a solid wood train 
station, die-cast metal trains, 91 double-12 dominoes, and a wooden 
box for storing the entire set. Detailed game rules are included. For 2–8 

players, ages 8 and up. 12”W x 10”L x 3”D. 

#301788 Mexican Train Dominoes $59.00

F. MEXICAN RIPE RUBY SHOT GLASSES - SET OF 6 

Swirling shades of ruby red spiral through the surface of 
these tequila shot glasses. They are crafted with traditional 
hand-blown glass techniques at Javier and Efrén’s workshop 
in Mexico.  Each piece is handmade, so shape and size can 
vary slightly and tiny bubbles may appear within the glass. 
3.5” H x 1.8” Diam.

#157065 Mexican Ripe Ruby Shot Glasses - Set of 6  $58.00

D. RETRO CLASSIC FLASHLIGHT

With its powerful beam and leather-clad handle, this retro-look flashlight 
turns a nighttime walk into a nostalgic adventure. The design is based on 
a patent from 1919, updated with energy-efficient technology in the form 
of an ultrabright LED bulb. The two-position switch allows for momentary 
or constant illumination, and a fold-down steel loop allows hands-free use. 
Hand-sewn cowhide grip. Three D batteries, not included. 9 1/2”L.

#306155 Retro Classic Flashlight $54.00

C. HERRINGBONE DONEGAL CAP

Weather-resistant and extremely durable, Donegal wool 
tweed has long been one of the world’s highest quality 
fabrics and a symbol of the Irish county where it is 
made. Herringbone-patterned Donegal tweed retains 
the tailored look of a bygone age.  
Made in Ireland. 100% wool. 
#306447 Herringbone Donegal Cap $79.00
Men’s S, M, L, XL. See page 7 for size chart.

GIVE TRAVEL-INSPIRED GIFTS  FROM POINTS NEAR AND FAR

B. DRIVES OF A LIFETIME

Drives of a Lifetime shows off the 
highlights of drives through 
mountains and coastlines, out-of-
the-way hamlets and thriving cities. 
Hardcover. 320 pages; 200 color photos, 

200 maps. 8 7/8” x 11 3/4”. © 2010

#306717 Drives of a Lifetime $40.00

A. MEN’S ALPACA BLEND V-NECK SWEATER

Combining the softness of alpaca with the easy 
care of acrylic knit, Peru’s Alfredo Falcón designs 
this handsome, navy blue V-neck pullover in a 
classic style you’ll reach for again and again. Made 
in Peru. 50% alpaca, 50% acrylic. Dry clean only. 
#156479 Men’s Alpaca Blend V-Neck Sweater $89.00
Blue (BL). Men’s M (38 - 40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52) 
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The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection 
on NOVICA helps support the National 

Geographic Society’s critical projects around 
the globe. See order form for details.
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A. U.S. NAVY WOOL PEACOAT 

For more than 200 years the double-breasted wool 
peacoat has been standard issue in many cold-
weather navies, becoming part of the U.S. Navy 
uniform in the early 20th century. Our classic peacoat 
is just as well suited to your own adventures, on land 
or at sea. The military-spec dark navy melton wool 
blend allows for exceptional warmth and water-
resistance and features a quilted nylon lining with 
inner pockets, center vent back, and classic anchor 
buttons. Made in U.S.A. Dry clean.

#301839 U.S. Navy Wool Peacoat $279.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

Hat Size
 7 1/8 7 1/4 7 3/8 7 1/2 
Head Circumference*
 22 1/4" 22 5/8" 23" 23 1/2"

*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.

B. GREEK FISHERMAN HAT

From the ports of Corfu, Greece, to towns with a 
strong Greek heritage like Tarpon Springs, Florida, this 
classic fisherman’s hat has been popular since the late 
19th century. Red nylon lining. Made in a small town 
just outside Athens, Greece. 85% wool, 15% nylon. 
#301775 Greek Fisherman Hat $45.00
Men’s hat sizes 7 1/8, 7 1/4, 7 3/8, 7 1/2.
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E. MEN’S ARAN TURTLENECK SWEATER 

The complex stitches of fishermen’s sweaters in Ireland’s Aran 
Islands have become a worldwide symbol of Irish culture. The 
stitches have come to represent auspicious wishes and elements of 
island life. The honeycomb stitch in this turtleneck represents the 

rewards of hard work, while the diamond stands for fishing 
nets, the key to success on the harsh North Atlantic. Made 

in Ireland. 100% merino wool. Dry clean.

#301772 Men’s Aran Turtleneck Sweater $149.00
Navy (NV), Natural (NA), or Charcoal (CH).  

Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

C. SEIKO GLOBE WORLD TIME CLOCK 

With just a glance at this handsome brass desk clock by Seiko, 
you can learn the time in each of the 24 world time zones, from 
Anchorage to the Azores. One AA battery, not included. 4”W x 2 1/2”D x 5”H. 

#301812 Seiko Globe World Time Clock $149.00

D. WIRELESS WEATHER FORECAST STATION WITH ATOMIC CLOCK

Our wireless weather station with atomic alarm clock shows indoor/
outdoor temperature, heat index, and dew point. The USB port 
keeps a smartphone charged. After 3–4 weeks, the unit “learns” to 
give 12-hour forecasts based on barometric trends. Color forecast 
icons make it easy for kids to use. Includes AC adapter. Five AAA batteries, 

not included. Approx. 6”W x 6”H x 2 1/4”D.

#301806 Wireless Weather Forecast Station With Atomic Clock $59.95
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F. NANTUCKET COMMUNITY SAILING BOOK

Following the traditions of Nantucket as a 
maritime community, even garnering mention 
in Herman Melville’s ‘Moby Dick’, and where 
both Ahab and Starbuck call home, the 
Nantucket community continues its sailing 
traditions. Written by world class sailor, Gary 
Jobson, this book celebrates the sailing life 
of the island and its annual race week in 
photos and stories. Proceeds benefit Nantucket 
Community Sailing, an educational non-profit 

that provides affordable access to sailing and 
water sports to the public.

#311515 Nantucket Community Sailing Book $29.00

F

G. OLYMPIC SPIRIT BRONZE STATUE

Poised like a diver, an athlete focuses 
mind and muscle on the task at 
hand. Jaqueline Cavalcanti portrays a 
participant in the Olympic Games. An 
homage to determination, sportsmanship 
and unifying competition. Smooth 
bronze represents competitors of all 
genders and nationalities. 10% of the 
proceeds from the sale of this sculpture 
will be donated to the U.S. Olympic and 
Paralympic Foundation.
#90822 Olympic Spirit Bronze Statue $430.00

FUNDRAISING
LOCAL TO GLOBAL

k

k

k
NOVICA 

Fundraising 
Collection

G

Organizations from local PTAs to UNICEF have all 
turned to Novica for fundraising.

Our easy-to-implement online storefronts provide 
a unique customized solution for holiday and other 
fundraising needs to share with your supporters. 

Contact our Community Fundraising Team to 
discover what up to 20% of sales going directly 
to your organization or non-profit can mean to 
you. To learn more call 1-877-552-4545 or email: 
fundraising@novica.com
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G. CYCLOPS CONVERTIBLE SPOTLIGHT/LANTERN

For back-roads adventure and backyard exploration, our rugged 
spotlight has you covered. As a spotlight it offers one bright, 3-watt 
LED. Set it on its base or hang it at camp using the integrated hook, 
and it becomes a 24-LED lantern. Powered by a 4-volt rechargeable 
sealed battery, AC adapter, or 12-volt car adapter (all included). 
4 3/4”W x 12 1/2”L x 10”H. 

#301804 Cyclops Convertible Spotlight/Lantern $39.95

F. POCKETED SECURITY SOCKS 

These unique travel socks contain a zippered pocket that 
securely hides your credit cards, cash, keys, and ID to help 
thwart would-be pickpockets. Combed cotton with double-
cushioned heel and sole. Imported. Machine wash. 12”L. One size 

fits Men’s Shoe sizes 8-13, One size fits Women’s shoe size 6-9. 

#306458 Pocketed Security Socks - Set of 3 
Women’s $34.00   Men’s $34.00

C. INDONESIAN TEMAN BRACELET

Java is renowned for its silversmiths, who have an extensive 
repertoire of skills and styles. These braided chain bracelets, called 
teman for the Indonesian word for friend, are made using an 
interlocked technique known as tulang naga, or dragon bone. 
Made in Indonesia. Sterling silver.  
Women’s: 7 1/2”L. Men’s: 8 1/2”L.

#314010 Indonesian Teman Bracelet

Women’s $125.00    Men’s $135.00

B. GORE-TEX® WATERPROOF WOOL BASEBALL HAT

Our plaid baseball cap combines the water-resistance of Gore-
Tex with the insulating properties of wool and alpaca. Hidden 
earflaps tuck seamlessly away until needed for extra wind 
protection. Crafted in the Czech Republic, where a hatmaker’s 
guild has been perfecting the craft since 1630.
#301848 Gore-Tex Waterproof  
Wool Baseball Hat $89.00
Men’s M, L, XL. See page 24 for size chart.
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ADVENTURE AWAITS         GIVE THEM THE WORLD

A. BOILED WOOL ALPACA 
TRAVEL VEST

Boiled wool has a long 
history in outerwear made 
for life in the European 
Alps. This charcoal travel 
vest translates that 
tradition to the South 
American Andes, using 
soft baby alpaca fiber for 
a lightweight, naturally 
water- and wind-resistant 
garment. Features two 
front slash pockets and  
a chest pocket. Made  
in Peru of 75% baby 
alpaca, 20% sheep’s wool, 
5% pima cotton. Dry clean. 

#301818 Boiled Wool Alpaca 
Travel Vest $189.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44),  
XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

D. DESTINATIONS OF A 
LIFETIME BOOK

National Geographic takes you 
on a photographic tour of the 
world’s most spectacular 
destinations, inspiring tangible 
ideas for your next trip. 
Hundreds of breathtaking 
images, coupled with evocative 
text, feature an array of 
wonders: ancient monoliths, 
electric cityscapes, white-sand 
seashores, ancient cobbled 
streets, and innovative 
architecture. Hardcover. 320 pages; 

250 color photographs. 9 1/8” x 11 7/8”. 

© 2015

#306718 Destinations of a 
Lifetime Book $40.00

E. LA NIEVE ALPACA SWEATER 

Hitting the slopes in Peru means long 
treks to mountaintop glaciers, but 
you can still channel an après-
ski mood with this sweater, 
featuring stylized Inca motifs 
and snowflakes—la nieve in 
Spanish. Hand-loomed in 
Lima, Peru. 100% alpaca. 
Dry clean.

#301922 La Nieve Alpaca 
Sweater $189.00
Men’s M (38–40), L (42–44), 
XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).
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B. THE OLD WEST BOOK

Lavishly illustrated with 
vivid photographs and 
intricate maps, The Old 
West is the definitive 
history of a time and 
place that forever lives 
in legend. Brimming 
with outlaws, miners, 
cowboys, Indians, railroad 
barons, and more, the 
characters of the Old 

West come alive in these dazzling pages, capturing the 
imagination and inspiring exploration. Hardcover. 320 pages; 450 

color and black-and-white photographs, 6 maps. 9 1/8” x 10 7/8”. © 2015

#306716 The Old West Book $40.00

F. CRUSHABLE FELT TRAVEL HAT

Portable, packable, and resilient, this crisp, lightweight wool hat is great 
for travel because it can be crushed flat but springs back to shape. It 
offers warmth and protection from rain and sun, and features a water- 
and stain-resistant Scotchgard® finish and cotton inner sweatband. 
Imported. 100% virgin wool with a bonded-leather band. 2 7/8" brim.

#304440 Crushable Felt Travel Hat $69.50
Dark Olive with brown band (OL) or Black with black band (BK; see online).  
Men’s S, M, L, XL.

E. VICTORINOX SWISSCHAMP MULTITOOL

The SwissChamp by Victorinox is one of the most robust 
multitools in the Swiss army knife collection, and our 
version trades the classic red plastic exterior for a handsome 
hardwood case. With more than two dozen tools in one 
compact design, it’s the ultimate utility for city or trail. See 
online for a full list of tools. Made in Switzerland. 3 1/2”L.

#305965 Victorinox SwissChamp Multitool $129.95

E F
C. AMERICAN BISON SOCKS

Softer than cashmere and warmer than wool, bison down is the 
key to making these socks warm enough for winter hiking 
but comfortable enough to wear to work. The American 
bison was hunted nearly to extinction in the 19th century. 
Today herds thrive in the Great Plains, where the fiber 
for our American Bison Socks is gathered. Made in 
U.S.A. 56% merino wool, 24% American bison 
down, 18% nylon, 2% spandex. Machine wash.

#306444 American Bison Socks $39.00
Red (RD), Brown (BR) or Navy (NV, see online). 

Small - Women’s 6-10 / Men’s 5-9 
Large - Women’s 10-13 / Men’s 9-13 .

Hat Size S M L XL
Head Circumference* 21 1/2–21 7/8" 22 1/4–22 5/8" 23–23 3/8" 23 7/8–24"
*Measure largest part of head just above the brow.

A. OUTBACK OILSKIN VEST

For the dry Australian outback and the extreme weather 
of New Zealand’s South Island, rugged work gear like 
this oilskin canvas vest is essential. Its wax-impregnated 
material resists rain, and seven outer pockets keep all of 
your essentials at hand. One inner pocket is perfect for 
wallet, passport, or phone. Snaps at the waistband and a 
zip closure with snap-over storm flap keeps the wind out. 
Flannel lined, nubuck leather–lined collar. Imported. 100% 
cotton. Spot clean only. 

#306439 Outback Oilskin Vest $139.00
Men’s M (40–42), L (44–46), XL (48), XXL (50–52).

D

A
D. OUTBACK CANVAS JACKET

Inspired by the rugged work clothes worn in the Australian 
outback, this cotton canvas jacket stands up to even the most 
adventurous travel. The double-weave cotton resists snags and 
has a broken-in softness. Six pockets allow plenty of room to 
securely carry all you need. The elasticized waistband 
and wrists keep the cold out, and the soft poly 
lining wicks away moisture. Leather collar. 
Imported. Machine wash. 

#301762 Outback Canvas Jacket $169.00 
Men’s M (38–40),  
L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52).

The National Geographic Collection

The National Geographic Collection on NOVICA helps 
support the National Geographic Society’s critical projects 

around the globe. See order form for details.

“Life is either a great adventure or nothing.”   ~ Helen Keller    Visit: novica.com/natgeo             Call: 1.800.347.3147    6968   NOVICA    



D. “MY TOWN’’ FRAMED MAP

Smart, stylish and informative, simply give us a full address 
and zip code - we will produce a beautiful print of a USGS 
topographical map with your chosen location, covering 4 1/2 
square miles. Laminated and framed in high quality wood, your 
map will be personalized with your address. 18.5”H x 14.5”W. Ash 

and Black (see online).

#313875 “My Town” Framed Map $79.95
Please allow 2–3 weeks for delivery.

U.S. postal addresses only. 

A. CRIBBAGE PUB GAME

The only card game that can be legally played for money in 
English pubs, cribbage evolved from a shipboard game called 
noddy. It was one of the few games that could be played on 
the rolling seas, as it used pegs and holes that could be carved 
directly into a sailor’s bunk.  Mahogany-stained three-fold case 
includes cards, pegs, and rule book. For any number of players, 
ages 8 and up. Made in China. 5 1/2”W x 2”H x 3 1/4”D.

#306697 Cribbage Pub Game $25.00

B. “MY TOWN’’ MAP CLOCK & EASEL

Provide any U.S. address and using topographic maps, we’ll 
screen print your local map on a rustic, tumbled marble clock. 
Features landmarks, and a compass rose indicates your chosen 
location. The address you provide is featured in the 
personalized map legend. Comes ready to hang, or use our 
forged-steel easel. One AA battery, not included. 8” sq. 

#313871 “My Town” Map Clock $75.00

#313872 Metal Easel $24.00  
Please allow 2–3 weeks for delivery.

U.S. postal addresses only. 

C. MOSAIC WOOD-INLAID BACKGAMMON SET

Backgammon was invented in Mesopotamia and played across 
the ancient world, from Egypt to Japan to England. Made by 
artisans in Lebanon, including Syrians who have been displaced 
by conflict, this game board is handcrafted using inlaid walnut, 
olive, lemon, apricot, and rosewood. Checkers (pieces included) 
or chess can be played on the back of the case. Colors and 
patterns may vary. 16” sq. when open.

#307258 Mosaic Wood-inlaid Backgammon Set $179.00
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G. UPCYCLED METAL TRANSPORTATION SCULPTURE
An assortment of old spark plugs, cogs, screws, and 
other machine shop odds and ends, create rustic 
sculptures perfect for a desk or mantel. Each sculpture 
bears the scratches and smudges of its former use, 
creating a conversation piece full of life. 
Biplane: 3 1/2” H x 6 1/2” W x 7 3/4” D. 

Train: 7”H x 4 1/2” W x 11 1/2” D.

#186527 Upcycled Metal Biplane Sculpture $55.00 
#122619 Upcycled Metal Train Sculpture $98.00

“Every few hundred feet the world changes.”   ~ Roberto Bolano
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E. UPCYCLED DIE-CUT METAL CHRISTMAS TREE
No need for tinsel to bring sparkle to this unique, 
tabletop Christmas tree. You can even decorate it 
by hanging miniature ornaments through the die-
cut shapes. 16 1/4” H x 9 3/4” W x 9 1/4” D. 2 lbs. 
#292138 Upcycled Die-cut Metal Christmas Tree $70.00

F. UPCYCLED AUTO PARTS CHESS SET 
Castoffs from a die machines, car parts, screws and 
cogs come together to create this classic chess set. 
The bishops are even made of spark plugs! Game 

board: 11 3/4”sq. x 2” H. Pieces are approx. 1 ¼” – 3 ¼”H.

#121771 Upcylced Auto Parts Chess Set $118.00

CORPORATE GIFTS
THAT GIVE BACK... 
Corporate gifts are challenging. Get it right and “wow!” - get 
it wrong and it’s allocated to the top of the filing cabinet. 
At Novica we offer a unique range of fair trade, socially 
responsible artisan gifts.

Our Corporate Gifts Team provides one-on-one personal 
assistance to create tailored gift solutions that will set your 
brand apart. From large to small or simple to sublime - our gift 
specialists will help you get it right. Call our corporate gifts 
specialists at 1.877.552.4545 or email: corpgifts@novica.com

A national auto parts chain 
made the right move when they 
gifted this chess set, made from 
recycled auto parts, to their 
franchise owners. You’ll find it 
and other imaginative works by 
Mexican artisan Armando Ramirez 
at novica.com
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COVER PHOTOGRAPH: INDIAN WOOL PEACOCK WRAP

In Hindu cosmology, the god of war rides a peacock. 
Beautiful and proud, Kartikeya’s peacock mount 
represents his power to conquer earthly desires - even 
the peacock’s well-deserved ego. The woven pattern of 
this beautiful hand-loomed shawl resembles peacock 
feathers, and the fiery red-orange interior shines 
through the dark blues, greens, and blacks with a slight 
ombré effect. This wrap can be worn as a layering piece 
and is also a perfect personal throw for home or travel. 
Handmade in India of 100% merino wool. Reversible. 
Dry Clean.  43” W X 21 1/2” L.

#309847 Indian Wool Peacock Wrap $99.00

Celtic Pearl Jewerly;
See Page 52 For Details.

Irish Sweater 
Jacket; See Page 
53 For Details.

Indonesian Sterling Silver 
Wrap Ring; See Page 26 
For Details.


